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Résumé 

Le présent travail de recherche traitant des caractéristiques des accélérations verticales et 

leurs effets sur les structures de génie civil est divisé en trois grandes parties. La première 

consiste en une étude sur les caractéristiques sisrnologiques des accélérations sismiques 

verticales. La deuxième est une investigation sur l'effet des accélérations verticales sur la 

réponse sismique d'un cadre d'acier résistant aux moments. Finalement, la demière partie 

explore l'effet des accélérations verticales sur le glissement d'un barrage-poids. 

Une revue de la littérature est effectuée en mettant l'accent sur : a) les aspects 

sisrnologiques, b) les observations historiques, c) les résultats expérimentaux, d) les 

résultats d'analyses numériques et e) les différents codes. 

L'étude statistique sur les caractéristiques des accélérations verticales a été effectuée sur 

une banque de séismes historiques divisée en trois groupes. Le critère de sélection pour 

chaque groupe était le ratio a/v tel que défini par le CNBC (1995). Ce ratio, entre 

I'accélération de pointe au sol, %y exprimée en g, et la vitesse maximale au sol, v,, 

exprimée en m/s, est une mesure du contenu fiéquentiel du séisme, et caractérise la 

sismicité d'une région. Des valeurs de a/v élevées sont caractéristiques de séismes de l'est 

canadien, tandis que les valeurs de dv moyennes et faibles représentent des événements 

de l'ouest du pays. Les paramètres étudiés incluent différentes mesures de la durée, la 

période prédominante de l'excitation, ainsi que des mesures d'énergie. Les spectres de 

réponse horizontaux et verticaux pour tous les séismes ont aussi été calculés et comparés. 

Utilisant les résultats de I'étude statistique, une méthode pour générer des 

accélérogrammes verticaux à partir de spectres horizontaux est présentée. 

Des analyses non-linéaires sur un cadre résistant aux moments en acier de six étages ont 

été effectuées afin d'étudier l'effet des accélérations verticales sur la réponse sismique de 
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ce genre de structures. Le cadre est soumis à des accélérations typiques d'événements 

californiens à proximité de l'épicentre. L'accélération verticale n'a pas influencé la 

demande en ductilité en rotation des poteaux et des poutres. Toutefois, les valeurs de 

efforts axiaux maximum, dans les poteaux ainsi que le taux de déformation ont augmenté 

considérablement par la prise en compte des excitations sismiques verticales. Ces 

dernières étaient plus ressenties par la structure lorsque celle-ci demeurait élastique. Au 

fur et à mesure que la structure se plastinait, l'effet des accélérations verticales à haute 

fiéquence était filtré, jusqu'à devenir négligeable pour la structure. 

L'effet des accélérations verticales sur le glissement d'un barrage-poids a été étudié. Le 

barrage de Paugan, un ouvrage d'environ 50 m de haut, a été choisi pour cette étude. La 

structure est soumise à des accéléro&ramrnes historiques et synthétiques typiques de l'est 

et de i'ouea de i'~merique du nord. Les accélérogrammes horizontaux synthétiques ont 

été générés pour être compatibles avec le spectre moyen des accélérogrammes 

historiques, tandis que les accélérogrammes synthétiques verticaux ont été générés selon 

trois méthodes : (1) calibration des accélérogrammes horizontaux, (2) réduction du 

spectre horizontal puis génération des accélérogrammes et (3) réduction du spectre 

horizontal ainsi que calibration des périodes puis génération des accélérograrnmes. Les 

analyses ont été effectuées à l'aide d'un Iogiciel qui a été développé dans le cadre de ce 

travail afin de prédire le glissement et évaluer les facteurs de sécurité contre le glissement 

en incluant les accélérations horizontales et verticales. Dans ce logiciel. on modélise le 

barrage comme un corps rigide soumis à des accélérations bi-directionelles et pouvant 

glisser sur une surface rugueuse. 

Lorsque seules les accélérations horizontales sont incluses dans le calcul, les séismes de 

l'ouest donnent des valeurs de glissement nettement supérieures aux valeurs obtenues 

avec les séismes de I'est. Pour le groupe de séismes de l'est, les résultats obtenus pour les 



séismes synthétiques sont comparabIes à ceux obtenus pour les séismes historiques que ce 

soit en incluant ou non les accélérations verticales. 

Les méthodes de génération basées sur la calibration de spectres ont donné des résultats 

satisfaisants. Pour les séismes de l'ouest, le glissement calculé pour les séismes 

synthétiques est supérieur à celui calculé pour les accélérogramrnes historiques. Une 

discussion sur le facteur de corrélation entre les composantes horizontales et verticales 

est présentée, et la question de corrélation des pics est abordée. 



Abstract 

The present study is related to the incidence of vertical seisrnk excitation on the 

structurai response of civil engineering structures. Three major research axes were 

considered: the characteristics of vertical ground motions, the effect of vertical 

accelerations on steel moment-resisting fiames, and finaiIy the effect of the vertical 

excitation on the sliding response of a gravity dam. 

First, a review of previously published work on vertical seisrnic accelerations is presented. 

The foliowing aspects are considered: a) the seismo1ogÎcd aspect, b) historical evidences, 

c) experimental evidences, d) numencal evidences, and e) codes of practice. 

The study on the characteristics of the vertical accelerations was perforrned on a senes of 

historical accelerograrns that were subdivided according to the NBCC (1995) definition 

of the d v  ratio. The ratio of the peak ground acceleration, expressed in g, over the 

peak ground velocity, v, expressed in d s ,  is a measure of the ffequency content of the 

excitation. A high ah value is representative of eastem North Arnerican ground motions, 

whereas the low and intermediate values of this ratio represent western North Arnencan 

events. For these series of historical accelerograms, indices such as different measures of 

duration, predominant penod, as weli as spectral ordinates were cornputed and 

compared. Based on these results, a method consisting of shifting and reducing the 

horizontal spectrum to obtain the vertical one was proposed. 

The non-iinear analyses on a 6-story steel moment-resisting fiame structure were 

performed for earthquakes srpical of near-fauit CaWornian ground motions. Special 

attention was given on detennining the effect of the vertical excitation on the rotational 

ductility demand, but other response parameters such as the increase in the axial load and 

the strain rate effects were also exarnined. The vertical accelerations did not influence the 



demand in rotational ductility nor the maximum horizontal floor defiections of the 

structure. Important increases in maximum axial loads in colurnns were noted but they 

did not affect the structural response. The strain rate in colurnns and bearns, was found to 

increase when vertical accelerations wer-  included. The vertical accelerations were found 

to play a more important role in the elastic response of the structure. As yielding 

progresses in the structure during an earthquake, the effects of high fkequency vertical 

accelerations were filtered out, 

The eEects of the vertical accelerations on the sliding response of gravity dams was 

investigated in a case study of the Paugan dam (50 m), subjected to historical and 

synthetic records typical of eastern and western earthquakes. The synthetic horizontal 

accelerograms were generated based on the mean acceleration response spectra of the 

histoncal earthquakes, whereas the vertical synthetic accelerograms were generated with 

three distinct methods. The first method consisted in simply calibrating the horizontal 

accelerogram by a value of 213. The second method consisted in calibrating the horizontal 

spectmm to obtain the vertical one, then generating the vertical accelerograrn. The third 

consisted in shifting and reducing the horizontal spectrum to obtain a vertical spectrum 

used to generate vertical accelerograms. The analyses were performed with a computer 

program developed in the scope of this study to compute the sliding displacements as 

well as other performance indicators (Le. sliding safety factors). This program uses rigid 

body dynamics to compute the sliding response of the dam, under both horizontal and 

vertical input accelerations. 

Western type earthquakes were found to induce larger sliding displacements than eastem 

type earthquakes when only the horizontal component was applied. The vertical 

acceleration was found to play a more important role on the sliding displacement in the 

eastem earthquake group than the western one. For eastem type earthquakes, the 

synthetic accelerograrns yielded results comparable to the results obtained from histoncal 



records, for seismic andyses with and without vertical excitation. The vertical component 

generation methods based on calibration of the horizontal spectrum yielded muctural 

response results comparable to the historical ones. For western type earthquakes, the 

sliding displacements computed with the synthetic records yielded values much larger 

than the values obtained with the corresponding historical records. A discussion on the 

correlation factor between accelerograrns and the control of peak correlation is 

presented. 



Condensé 

Introduction 

La multiplication des enregistrements d'accélérations sismiques multi-directionelles, 

combinée avec de récentes observations de dommages sur des structures de génie civil 

suite aux séismes de Northridge (1994) et de Kobe (1995)' ont sérieusement remis en 

question l'hypothèse selon laquelle les accélérations verticales peuvent être négligées lors 

du calcul ou du dhensiomement sismique. 

A Ia suite du séisme californien de Northridge, un débat animé s'est engagé entre les 

chercheurs qui ont attribué plusieurs ruptures inattendues' aux fortes accélérations 

verticales et ceux qui considèrent toujours que l'effet des accélérations verticales est 

négligeable. L'effet des accélérations verticales a souvent été négligé à cause de la nature 

impulsive de cette sollicitation et à cause des facteurs de sécurité de nos codes. qui 

garantissent une marge plus que suffisante dans la direction verticale pour résister a tout 

excès de charge provenant de ces accélérations. 

Avec le développement de la puissance et de la vitesse de calcul des ordinateurs, plusieurs 

logiciels tels que Ruaumoko (1996) ont offert la possibilité d'inclure les accélérations 

verticales dans les analyses pararnétriques. De pair avec la question de l'effet possible des 

accélérations verticales sur le comportement sismique, un effort important est aussi 

effectué pour caractériser ces sollicitations. En effet, vu le manque flagrant 

d'enregistrements pour certaines régions du monde, la génération d'accélérogrammes 

synthétiques devient une activité d'importance majeure, puisque les ingénieurs effectuent 



de plus en plus des analyses dynamiques non-linéaires dans le temps pour étudier la 

sécurité sismique des ouvrages de génie civil.. 

C'est dans cette perspective que se situe le sujet de ce travail de recherche. D'une part, la 

question de l'effet des accélérations verticales sismiques sur les ouvrages de génie civil 

est traitée à travers des analyses paramétriques, et, d'autre part, la question de la nature 

et Ia définition des sollicitations mêmes est abordée. 

Revue des connaissances actuelles sur les accélérations verticaies 

Dans une première partie (chapitre 2), un survol des travaux de recherche et 

d'observations antérieures est effectué, afin de faire le point sur l'état des connaissances 

sur ce sujet. Les articles et documents retenus portent sur cinq thèmes majeurs : a) les 

aspects sismologiques, qui traitent des caractéristiques intrinsèques comme le contenu 

fiéquentiel, la durée et l'importance des sollicitations verticales par rapport aux 

sollicitations horizontales; b) les observations historiques suite à des séismes majeurs dans 

le monde; c) les résultats numériques couvrant l'effet des accélérations verticales sur 

plusieurs types de structures de génie civil et haiement d) l'aspect normatif de différents 

pays dans le monde, qui prévoient des clauses sur les accélérations verticales dans leur 

code du bâtiment respectifs. 

À travers cette revue de la Littérature, on peut s'apercevoir que l'état des connaissances 

sur le sujet se trouve à l'état embryonnaire, et surtout que les codes de diiérents pays 

n'oeent pas une méthode universelle, simple et précise, à l'ingénieur pour gérer la 

question des accélérations verticales. Il est évident qu'il existe une certaine confusion à ce 

qui a trait au sujet et que, plus souvent qu'autrement, les codes suggèrent de ne pas tenir 

compte de ces accélérations, à moins d'avoir un doute ou une indication que les 



accélérations verticales pourraient avoir un effet important sur la réponse sismique des 

structures considérées. Certaines observations de dommages "historiques", comme par 

exemple durant le séisme d' El Asnam en Algérie (1 980) pointent la nécessité de codifier 

les charges induites par les accélérations verticales. 

Étude sur les caractéristiques des accélérations verticales 

Dans la deuxième partie du mémoire (chapitre 3)' les caractéristiques des accélérations 

verticales sont quantifiées à travers une étude statistique basée sur une banque de séismes 

historiques (Heidebrecht 1988), divisés en trois groupe selon le ratio dv, où a est 

l'accélération de pointe au sol exprimée en g et v la vitesse maximale du sol exprimée en 

mis. La subdivision de ces groupes permet de voir si les conclusions tirées sont 

applicables à tous genres de séismes, puisque le ratio a/v est une mesure du contenu 

Mquentiel de l'accélérogramme et représente les caractéristiques sismiques d'une région 

donnée (principalement l'est vs I'ouest). 

L'étude statistique effectuée a permis de tirer plusieurs conclusions sur les 

caractéristiques du mouvement sismique vertical, comme par exemple sa nature plus 

impulsive, à plus haute Wquence et à plus basse amplitude que les mouvements du sol 

horizontaux. 

Il est aussi apparu qu'une valeur de 2/3 pour représenter le ratio de i'accélération de 

pointe au sol verticale sur I'accélération de pointe au sol horizontale est une bonne 

approximation de la moyenne obtenue dans cette analyse. Toutefois, l'écart type sur cette 

mesure est considérable, et I'accélération verticale maximale peut, dans certains cas, 

amplement dépasser la valeur maximale horizontale. Parmi les conclusions tirées. il 

importe de souligner que les accélérations verticales sont des mouvements oscillatoires, 



dont le contenu fiéquentiel est beaucoup plus élevé que celui des accélérations 

horizontales, 

Les statistiques ont été réalisées sur les accélérogrammes, mais aussi et surtout sur les 

spectres de réponse calculés avec 5 % d'amortissement critique. L'approche spectrale 

présente des avantages importants par sa simplicité et permet à I'ingénieur de rapidement 

estimer l'effet d'un séisme sur une structure. Cette approche est, dans la majorité des cas, 

suffisante et sécuritaire pour le calcul sismique des ouvrages. De plus, le spectre 

représente une empreinte ccsismique'7, puisqu'il caractérise le mouvement attendu dans 

une région. C'est pour cela que la plupart des méthodes de génération 

d'accélérogrammes synthétiques sont basées sur la compatibilité du spectre du 

mouvement généré avec le spectre de réponse cible représentant la région. 

Par observation des spectres des accélérograrnmes retenus pour notre étude et 

considérant une idée développée pour des séismes californiens par Bozorgnia et al. 

(1992), une méthode pour définir un spectre cible vertical pour une région donnée à partir 

du spectre horizontal représentant la région est proposée. Le spectre horizontal est en 

général bien documenté, soit par des spectres proposés par les différents codes, soit par 

Lissage de spectres moyens obtenus d'accélérogramrnes historiques pour les régions où 

les enregistrements sont plus nombreux. 

Deux facteurs qui viennent modifier le spectre horizontal pour obtenir le spectre vertical 

sont introduits, soit: Sf ou facteur de pénodes et Rf ou facteur de réduction. Le facteur 

de période, Sf, vient réduire l'abscisse du spectre qui est l'axe des pénodes, pour ramener 

le pic spectral horizontal vers des fréquences plus élevées. Le facteur de réduction vient 

diminuer l'amplitude du spectre horizontal, pour respecter le ratio des amplitudes 

observées lors des analyses statistiques. 



Afin d'illustrer le processus, un exemple est montré où des accélérogrammes horizontaux 

et verticaux sont générés pour la ville de Montréal. La ville de Montréal appartient au 

groupe de a/v élevé, et les accélérogrammes ont été générés avec le programme SIMQKE 

(1976), et en se basant sur le spectre horizontal proposé par le CNBC (1995) pour 

Montréal, et le spectre réduit et pondéré pour le vertical. 

Une fois les accélérograrnmes générés, une question très importante est traitée, celie de la 

simultanéité ou la combinaison des composantes horizontales et verticales. La corrélation 

des deux accélérogrammes est le paramètre qui influence le plus la réponse de la 

structure, lorsque les accélérations verticales sont incluses dans l'analyse. Si la corrélation 

n'est pas correctement contrôlée lorsque des accélérogrammes synthétiques sont utilisés, 

la réponse peut être grandement sous ou sur estimée. Le calcul de la corrélation, ainsi 

qu'une méthode simple pour induire le degré de corrélation souhaité entre deux 

accélérogrammes, sont présentés. Cette méthode n'est pas utilisée pour la génération 

d'accélérogrammes dans le chapitre 5, car suite aux calculs de glissement effectués sur un 

barrage, il ressort que ce paramètre bien qu'important d'un point de vue sisrnologique 

n'est pas tout à fait relié à l'effet des accélérations combinées sur la réponse structurale. 

M n  de mieux définir la corrélation des pics d'accélération significatifs à la réponse 

structurale étudiée, une nouvelle mesure de la corrélation est proposée, le PCF, "Peak 

Correlation Factor" pour tenir compte seulement de la simultanéité des pics, plutôt que 

de la corrélation de I'accélérogramrne au complet, qui peut contenir plusieurs secondes 

d'accélération non-significatives pour la structure, mais fortement corrélées, pouvant 

biaiser le facteur de corrélation conventionnel. 



Anaiyses paramétnques sur un cadre rigide en acier 

Le deuxième axe d'intérêt de cette étude est l'estimation et la quantincation des 

dommages structuraux supplémentaires, induits par la présence des accélérations 

verticales. Dans le cadre de cette étude, puisque tous les cas potentiels de dommages 

causés par les accélérations verticales relevées lors de la revue de littérature ne pouvaient 

être examinés, deux types de structures, correspondant à deux axes de recherche de la 

section de structure de l'École Polytechnique de Montréal, ont été choisies, soit un cadre 

rigide en acier et un barrage poids. 

Un bâtiment de six étages composé de cadres en acier rigides résistant aux moments, a 

été retenu par ce qu'il a fait l'objet, suite au séisme de Northridge (1994) en Californie, 

d e  plusieurs études visant a exyliquer des ruptures su.rwenEes dzns ce genre de st-n~ct!ues. 

De plus, dans la littérature, il est mentionné qu'une augmentation de 10 % sur la demande 

en ductilité en courbure des poutres et des poteaux est attribuée à Iyinclusion des 

accélérations verticales dans les analyses (Broderick et al. 1994). 

Les résultats obtenus dans ce projet ne concordent pas avec cette observation. II 

semblerait que les accélérations verticales ne jouent pas un rôle important dans la réponse 

globale des cadres rigides résistant aux moments, sous des sollicitations à proximité de 

l'épicentre de type "near fault" typiques de la Californie. Selon les calculs effectués, la 

demande en ductilité en courbure, ainsi que les déplacements maximum des étages ne 

sont pas affectés. Toutefois, les accélérations verticales jouent un rôle important sur 

d'autres paramètres. Les charges axiales de compression et de tension maximales dans les 

poteaux sont grandement augmentées par la présence des accélérations verticales. 

L'augmentation en moyenne pour les cinq séismes utilisés est de 85% pour le cas de la 

compression, et de 26.8% lorsque la tension est étudiée. Ces augmentations importantes 

des charges axiales maximales n'affectent pas le comportement global de la structure. Les 

cadres rigides résistant aux moments sont dimensionnés pour être sollicités par des 



moments très importants, et sont largement surdimensiomés pour reprendre les charges 

axiales. Cependant il est possible que l'augmentation de charge axiale observée pour cette 

structure à cadres rigides soit semblable à l'augmentation observée sur une structure de 

mêmes dimensions, mais formée d'éléments rotulés et contreventés de type treillis. Dans 

ce cas, le critère de dimensionnement est plutôt la charge axiale, cette augmentation de 

charge axiale attribuée aux accélérations verticdes pourrait alors être très importante. 

Un autre point important, soulevé lors des études pararnétriques, est le fait que les 

sollicitations provenant des accélérations horizontales et verticales sont déphasées. 

L'augmentation de charge axiale, qui réduit la h i t e  élastique selon les courbes 

d'interaction moment - charge axiale, est à une fréquence plus élevée que la variation du 

moment qui plastifie la section. Ce moment de plastifkation est principalement dû aux 

sv%ci:âtiûns :iùiiünih;es. CC<;; empkiie les deux phénomènes (augmentation de ia 

charge axiale et du moment) de se coupler et diminue ainsi l'influence des accélérations 

verticales. II est évident qu'un contenu Eéquentiel rapproché entre la réponse axiale et la 

réponse en moment induirait beaucoup plus de plastifkation dans la structure. Ceci peut 

être influencé par une sollicitation sismique où le contenu Wquentiel des 

accélérograrnrnes horizontaux et verticaux sont rapprochés. 

Un effet important des accélérations verticales sur la réponse structurale est 

l'augmentation marquée du taux de chargement et de déformation, surtout au début du 

séisme, lorsque la structure répond dans le domaine élastique. En effet, lorsque les 

accélérations verticales sont incluses dans le calcul, en utilisant une formule proposée par 

Wakabayashi (1984) pour calculer la Limite élastique en fonction du taux de déformation, 

on constate qu'en début de séisme, la limite élastique F, peut passer d'une valeur initiale 

de 290 MPa à une valeur de 320 MPa. Cette augmentation marquée de F, peut causer 

une augmentation importante du moment plastique, sans toutefois modifier la résistance 

ultime de l'acier. Ceci a comme conséquence de rendre le matériau fiagile et de favoriser 

une rupture sans dissipation d'énergie par fissuration et propagation rapide de fissures 



dans l'acier. Une telle rupture, où même une série de fissures qui endommageraient les 

sections d'acier dans les premières secondes du séisme, pourraient favoriser une réponse 

sismique inadéquate et dangereuse puisque la structure perdrait sa capacité de se 

defonner plastiquement. 

De plus, dans la philosophie de dimensionnement sismique des poutres faibles-poteaux 

forts, le diensionnement des poteaux qui, en théorie, ne doivent pas se plastiner afin 

d'éviter la formation de mécanismes, est basé sur les moments nominaux des poutres qui 

s'y attachent. L'augmentation de ces moments nominaux, induite par l'augmentation de 

la Limite élastique, augmente la sollicitation des poteaux et peut provoquer leur 

plastification. Ceci est bien sûr considéré comme un mécanisme et peut entraîner des 

ruptures fiagiles et catastrophiques. Le dimensionnement des soudures, normalement 
* ** c s ~ p ~ s t k s  dc mâtQïiaü $ïü; ï&ia~it mois p:üj h & e  qü= 12 fil&& de base, est oase 

sur le moment maximum provenant des poutres que l'assemblage doit reprendre. Une 

augmentation de ce moment peut causer des ruptures fiagiles ou un endommagement 

sérieux de la soudure durant les premières secousses importantes du séisme. 

Dans les résultats de nos analyses, que ce soit au niveau du taux de chargement ou de la 

fréquence d'oscillation de la charge axiale des poteaux, l'effet des accélérations verticales 

est beaucoup plus important au début du séisme, où la structure répond dans le domaine 

élastique. En effet, au fur et à mesure que la structure se plastifie, elle filtre les hautes 

fréquences, jusqu'au point où elle devient complètement insensible à la sollicitation 

verticale de haute fréquence. On peut clairement apercevoir sur les historiques des 

charges axiales, que bien qu'au début du séisme la réponse avec accélérations verticales 

et la réponse sans accélérations verticales sont très différentes, à partir du milieu et 

progressivement jusqu'à la £in de l'enregistrement, les deux réponses deviennent de plus 

en plus identiques. 



Effet des accélérations verticales sur le glissement d'une structure de barragepoids 

Dans le cadre de l'évaluation de plusieurs barrages construits il y a 20 ans et plus, un 

effort important a été effectué pour évaluer la performance sismique de ces ouvrages 

dimensionnés selon des règles de calcul sismique qui dinerent grandement des pratiques 

actuelles. Dans cet effort d'évaluation des barrages existants, la question du choix 

d'accélérogrammes, ainsi que l'importance des sollicitations multi-dimensionelles ont 

émergé. Dans notre travail, nous avons examiné la question de l'effet des accélérations 

verticales sismiques sur le facteur de sécurité au glissement et la magnitude des 

déplacements sismiques relatas entre le barrage et sa fondation. 

Afin de pouvoir effectuer des analyses numériques de glissement en incluant les 

soUicitations horizontales et verticales simultanément un lo@ciel a été développé basé sur 

une modélisation de corps rigide du barrage. Le logiciel considère deux modes possibles 

durant le séisme, soit un mode ''non-glissement" ou la structure ne glisse pas et suit 

intégralement le mouvement du sol, et un mode "giissement", lorsque la résistance 

disponible en friction à I'intertàce barrage-fondation est dépassée par les forces d'inertie. 

Le logiciel vérifie à chaque pas de temps, en considérant les accélérations horizontales et 

verticales, si la structure est en mode "non-gli~sement'~ ou en mode "g.lïssementy'. 

Lorsque la structure entre dans le mode "$issement", un algorithme classique de type 

Newmark-Beta à accélération Linéaire est utilisé pour intégrer les équations de 

mouvement. Une fois le glissement engendré, il ne prend fin que lorsque a) l'accélération 

horizontale est inférieure à l'accélération critique et b) lorsque le signe de la vitesse du 

bloc devient à la fin d'un pas de temps négatif. Lorsque ceci est le cas, le giissement 

cumulé est ramené à La valeur du pas de temps précédent, et une correction est rajoutée 

pour tenir compte du fait que, pendant un pas de temps où la vitesse est négative à la fin 

du pas mais positive au début, une certain giissement a lieu entre le début du pas de 

temps et le moment ou la vitesse devient nulle, avant de passer dans le négattif. 



Le logiciel calcule aussi le facteur de sécurité au glissement à chaque pas de temps, ainsi 

que la position de la résultante à la base du barrage. Cette dernière mesure est un 

indicateur de la possibilité que, durant le séisme, sur la surface de contact il y ait des 

régions en tension, que ce soit en amont ou en aval. De plus, cette mesure est aussi un 

indicateur du potentiel de renversement du barrage. 

Le barrage de Paugan, un ouvrage de 50 m de haut, a été choisi comme structure de 

référence (voir Ghrib et al. 1997), et les charges ont été calculées selon les hypothèses 

présentées au chapitre 5. 

Les analyses ont été effectuées pour deux groupes de séismes, soit un groupe 

représentatif de l'est canadien, et un groupe représentatif de I'ouest. 

Une première série d'analyses a été réalisée sur des séismes historiques correspondant 

aux groupes de séismes respectifs. Une seconde série d'analyses a été effectuée sur des 

séismes synthétiques générés de différentes façons, afin d'appliquer les méthodologies 

présentées au chapitre 3 de ce travail. Tous les séismes ont été calibrés pour une 

accélération horizontale de pointe au sol de 0.25 g. Les durées respectives pour chaque 

groupe de séismes synthétiques ont été ajustées par essai et erreur, en calculant à chaque 

fois les durées significatives et en comparant avec les valeurs moyennes correspondantes 

aux séismes historiques. 

Une fois les accélérograrnmes historiques calibres et les accélérograrnmes synthétiques 

générés, les analyses ont été effectuées pour calculer le facteur de sécurité au glissement. 

le glissement relatif entre le barrage et la fondation et la position de la résultante 

verticale.. 

En examinant d'abord les séismes historiques sans les accélérations verticales. ii est 

évident que les accélérogrammes du groupe de I'ouest sont beaucoup plus critiques pour 

le glissement du barrage-poids. En effet, en accord avec d'autres résultats rapportés dans 



la littérature (Tiawi et ai. 1998)- le contenu fiéquentiel plus élevé des séismes de l'est est 

moins critique, car c'est la durée des impulsions significatives qui influence le glissement 

total, et non pas nécessairement le PGA de l'accélérograrnme. 

En comparant le glissement horizontal moyen des séismes historiques au glissement 

moyen obtenu avec les accélérogramrnes horizontaux synthétiques, on remarque que pour 

le groupe de I'est, il y a une grande similitude. Pour le groupe de l'ouest, les 

accélérogrammes synthétiques donnent des valeurs de glissement nettement supérieures à 

celles obtenues avec les accélérogrammes historiques. En calculant certains paramètres 

des accélérogramrnes comme la racine carrée de la somme des carrés (RMSA) et 

l'intensité Arias, ainsi que la période prédominante, on remarque que les 

accélérogrammes générés pour le groupe de L'ouest, malgré leur bonne compatibilité avec 

iB jpm &is, p&seiitcn; car-a&&dqries îr& dE&ieniés i;a a&i<jioa~~mics 

historiques. En effet, les accélérograrnmes historiques sont grandement iduencés par 

deux ou trois impulsions très importantes, qui marquent et influencent le spectre de 

réponse. Les accélérogrammes synthétiques, générés par un processus mathématique, 

sont beaucoup plus uniformes à ce qui a trait aux amplitudes et au contenu fréquentiel du 

mouvement durant le séisme. Il est évident qu'une même réponse spectrale peut être 

obtenue avec différents accélérogrammes, et nos résultats de glissement indiquent à quel 

point il est important de calculer et comparer les indices des accélérogrammes générés 

aux accélérogrammes historiques, même si la compatibilité des spectres de réponse est 

respectée. 

Pour les séismes historiques, on remarque que les pourcentages d'augmentation du 

glissement obtenu avec l'ajout des accélérations verticales est plus important pour les 

séismes de I'est que ceux de l'ouest. Les contenus fiéquentiels des accélérations 

horizontales et verticales qui sont plus rapprochés pour les séismes de I'est et le PGA 

vertical plus important pour les séismes de I'est expliquent ce résultat. 



Parmi les trois méthodes proposées pour la génération des accélérogrammes verticaux, 

les méthodes basées sur les spectres ont donné des résultats beaucoup plus réalistes et 

plausibles en comparaison avec les séismes historiques. En effet, il ressort clairement de 

nos résultats que la méthode qui consiste à pondérer un accélérogramme horizontal par 

une valeur de 213 pour obtenir un estimé de I'accélérogramme vertical est inacceptable, 

car la corrélation parfaite entre les deux signaux est beaucoup trop critique. 

Deux méthodes de calcul du spectre vertical basé sur le spectre horizontal on été 

examinées: la méthode de calibration spectrale (reduced) et la méthode de calibration 

spectrale et de réduction de l'axe des périodes (shifted and reduced). Pour le groupe de 

l'est la méthode "shifi and reduced" donne des résultats plus proches des résultats 

obtenus avec les accélérogrammes historiques. Toutefois, pour les calculs de glissement 

&%,-tüis, 2 s e i z  Uiieili- de jusiiiier de rapm piitiique i'eEori cio caicui nkessaire pour 

appliquer cette méthode, vu le peu de différence avec la méthode de calibration spectrale 

(reduced). Le barrage a été modélisé comme un corps rigide. Ii est cependant probable 

que, lors d'un calcul dynamique sur une structure flexible il pourrait y avoir une 

amplification dans la direction verticale. Dans ce cas, la méthode "reduced" sous- 

estimerait l'effet de l'amplification dynamique verticale, puisque le pic spectral serait à 

des périodes plus hautes, soit ceUes correspondant au pic spectral horizontal. 

Les résultats obtenus sur le facteur de sécurité au glissement confirment d'une certaine 

façon que la combinaison de la "règle du pouce'' du 30%, largement utilisée en pratique. 

donne des résultats comparables aux combinaisons les plus critiques obtenues avec les 

analyses pas-à-pas dans le temps. Cette règle est utilisée pour le calcul pseudo-statique du 

facteur de sécurité contre le glissement. Eiie consiste à appliquer simultanément 100% de 

la force d'inertie horizontale maximale basée sur l'accélération de pointe au sol 

horizontale (PGAH) avec 30% des forces d'inertie verticales maximales, basées sur 

l'accélération de pointe au sol verticale (PGAV). Cette approche tient compte de la faible 



probabaté que les sollicitations maximales dans les deux directions, horizontale et 

verticale, se produisent simultanément. 

Toutefois, il est intéressant de noter que pour le groupe de l'est, la combuiaison 100% 

horizontal avec 30% vertical a donné des facteurs de sécurité comparables à la 

combinaison 30% horizontal avec 100% vertical. Ceci indique qu'il serait judicieux de 

calculer les deux combinaisons avec la règle du 30% pour les calculs effectués pour des 

séismes de l'est. 

Le calcul du facteur de corrélation des pics (PCF), défini dans le chapitre 3 pour 

différents séismes, est un paramètre qui indique le degré de sollicitation dû à l'effet 

simultané des accélérations horizontales et verticales. En calculant le nombre de pas de 

temps où le PCF est supérieur a une vdeur sipXcnri:ve pour !î stmctwe éh~di&, -n 

estimé de la sévérité de la combinaison des accélérogrammes horizontaux et verticaux 

peut être obtenu. Le PCF peut être aussi un indicateur de la compatibilité entre un 

accélérogramrne synthétique et un accélérogramme historique. En effet, la compatibilité 

des spectres étant une condition nécessaire mais non suffisante pour assurer des 

mouvements générés réalistes et cohérents, le PCF peut devenir un paramètre 

d'évaluation pour les générations de séismes multi-directionels. 

Le calcul des durées significatives, de la période prédominante, et de l'énergie d'un 

accélérogramme synthétique sont des points de repère pour évaluer sa ressemblance avec 

un mouvement historique. De la même façon, le PCF peut être un indicateur de la 

corrélation entre deux accélérogrammes synthétiques, et peut être un paramètre pour 

évaluer si l'effet des deux composantes d'accélérogrammes synthétiques est comparable à 

l'effet des deux composantes d'un séisme historique. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

In recent earthquakes, due to better equipped seismologicd stations, a considerable 

amount of data on the vertical components of ground motion was recorded and made 

available for fürther studies. Some of these studies suggest that this component rnay 

account for considerable structural damage. FoUowing the 1994 Northridge earthquake in 

Cec~J-z, ~ h e r e  the !,est =ver ïe&d ûzdr4tiûi;s Li sï üt;âïï ïq$ûii ~zre wcûlu6, 

many questions were raised concerning the state of practice in structural design. Recent 

investigations have shown that the cornmonly used 213 ratio between vertical and 

horizontal acceleration amphdes may grossly underestimate the effect of vertical 

acceleration in certain fiequency ranges. Lawson (1994) stated that the current safety 

factors applied to vertical static loads in the Uniform Building Code (1991), and the 2/3 

ratio between the horizontal and vertical excitations may be sufficient to insure a safe 

design. In addition, many studies show that the couphg of horizontal and vertical 

accelerations may infiuence the structural behaviour. As will be seen in Chapter 2 of this 

thesis, where a review of previous work is presented, the debate has sparked a number of 

specific case studies, but the conclusions reached are insufficient to f U y  asses or codim 

the effeas of vertical seismic accelerations on the seismic response of civil engineeriring 

structures. A review of current code provisions in many countries in the world (Paz 

1994), reveais there is no consensus in the best way to approach this problem. 

In the effort to generate synthetic accelerograms to match target spectra for different 

regions to evaluate the safety of structures through the-history analyses, the problem of 



incorporating the vertical component in a simple and realistic way arises. In regions 

where extensive data is available, the dïflÏculty lies in adapting predicted resuits to fit the 

horizontal and vertical spectrum simultaneously. Added to t his, the occurrence of the 

maximum responses for each of the components must be evaluated in a realistic way to 

avoid too severe or insufficient correlation between the two components. 

In regions where available data is poor, attenuation relationships for both components 

must be derived. Some studies suggest methods where the two components are coupled, 

while others drive each component separately. References concerning the different 

approaches are presented in Chapter 2. 

1.2 Obiectives 

in this study, an assessrnent of the current state of knowledge and research done on the 

characteristics and effects of vertical seismic excitation on civil engineering structures is 

attempted by reviewing previously published work. Pertinent information has been 

synthesized and grouped according to different subjects of interest. 

The main objective of the study is to develop a simple and reliabie approach for engineers 

who need to include vertical accelerations in their calculations and study the modeling 

parameters that have fundamental significance in the seismic structural response. 

It is also attempted through this study to show the important role that vertical 

accelerations could play in assessinç the seismic pefiormance of building and gravity dam 

structures, and how current code provisions or d e s  of the art may lead to under or 

overestimation of results. 



Fhally, it is attempted to convince design engineers that vertical accelerations should be 

considered as playing an important role in the seismic behaviour of all structures und 

proven otherwise, and not the opposite. 

At £irst, a literahire review on several the aspects pertaining to vertical seismic 

accelerations and their effect on structures is presented (Chapter 2), emphasinng 5 major 

topics : a) seismological aspects, b) historical evidences, c) experimental evidences, d) 

numerical evidences, and fïnally e) code provisions. 

Based on these characteristics, a method for constructing a reliable vertical response 

spectrum fiom the corresponding horizontal spectrum is developed. 

In the second part of Our study emphasis is given more on the effect of vertical ground 

motion on structures. Two dinerent structures are exarnined through numerical 

calculations: a 6-story moment resistïng steel frame structure subjected to near fault 

ground motion (Chapter 4), and a gravity dam structure analyzed for ground motions 

typical of eastem and western North Arnenca (Chapter 5). 

Finaiiy, in Chapter 6, a surnmary of the thesis is presented as well as conclusions and 

recommendations for future work on this topic. 



CIFAPTER 2 

Review of Literature 

2.1 Seismolonicai aspects 

In several recent seismological studies, the emphasis has been put on the nature of the 

earthquake ground motion to better predict the ground motion characteristics that may 

occur at a given site. In fact, engineen have made great progress in developing structural 

design procedures to resist economicdy earthquake induced forces. However the 

important question that remains is: which earthquake, with which characteristics, WU hit 

the structure in irs we span? in the kterature, many dBerent approaches couid be found 

based: (1) on attenuation formulae and response spectra, (2) on observed and recorded 

data, and (3) on fault properties iike the rupture mechanism, the distance to the fault, or 

the magnitude of the fault rupture. The information that covered the horizontal (H) and 

vertical (V) components of ground motions could be investigated considering six 

diEerent aspects : (1) intensity of the WV ratio, (2) frequency content, (3 )  duration, (4) 

coherency between the H and V components, (5) generation of synthetic ground motions, 

and (6) propagation of S and P waves. Previous work on these various aspects is 

described below. 

2.1-1 Intensity of EIN ratio 

Bardet and Davis (1997), while analyiliig the Van Norman Complex records obtained 

durhg the 1994 Northridge earthquake, noted that the vertical acceleration reached 

maximum peaks comparable to those of the horizontal acceleration. Furthermore, they 

noted that the occurrence of these peaks was almost simultaneous, and corresponded to 

the end of the fïrst pulse of the earthquake. 



In the study by Moharnmadioun and Mohammadioun (1996), the IW ratio was 

compared for difEerent cases. The two major parameters being the magnitude and the 

distance to the source. Cornparison of WV ratio was made for two groups of magnitudes 

5-6 and >6 events and for distances to the source of 5 km, 5-10 km, and for 10 -50 km. 

The authors stressed the presence of abnormally high velocities for lower accelerations in 

the horizontal direction for sites where the vertical component of the ground motion was 

relatively strong. The idea of a non-linear behaviour of soils couid explain the WV ratio, 

and its dependence on the site location. Considering the fact that the horizontal 

acceleration is predominantly due to the propagation of shear waves and that the vertical 

one consists mostly of compressionai waves, the authors based their conclusions on 

certain observations. Near the fault, in the event of a strong ground motion, horizontal 

accelerations seemed to saturate at values of 0.45 g - 0.5 g when the soil behaviour 

becomes non-linear. The vertical component was unaffected, and rnay even be arnplified 

in regions of strong soil non-linearity. The saturation of the horizontal component lads  

to a transfer of energy towards lower fiequemies, causing the observed increase in peak 

velocities and displacements. 

In the Preliminary Reco~aissance Report of the Canadian Association for Earthquake 

Engineering (1997) on the Hyogo-Ken Nanbu (Kobe) Earthquake of January 17, 1995 in 

Japan, the authors obsenred that the peak vertical acceleration was not af3ected by 

liquefaction, and high vertical accelerations were transmitted to the surface despite 

Liquefaction of the underlying soils. Furthemore, the authors noted the similarities 

between the Kobe seismic event and a subduction earthquake that could occur in Western 

Canada, with the sarne widespread soil Iiquefaction. 

An interesthg approach was suggested by Ohno and Komo (1996) who used a spectral 

transfer ratio that directly relates the vertical acceleration component as a multiple of the 



horizontal one, This method was based on the observation that the duration of the 

verticai components were sirniiar to those of the horizontal, but that the former built up 

faster. Foliowing the analysis of data for both vertical and horizontal components of 

some earthquakes, they found that this ratio could be taken as equd to 0.6 for shorter 

periods, 0.5 for longer penods, and could be calculated by log-log interpolation for 

medium penods. 

The horizontal accelerograrn is computed first with one of the comrnonly used methods. 

Using the transfer ratio, the vertical accelerograrn is then derived. Furthemore the 

authors stated that since the horizontal component propagated mainly as S-waves and the 

vertical as P-waves (Takahashi et al. 19%) the diierence in the horizontal and vertical 

components must appear in the site factor. These transfer ratios were established for soft 

rock with a shear wave velocity V. = 700 m/s. 

In an analysis of the extensive data recorded during the Northridge earthquake, Hudson 

et al. (1996) reached the foiiowing conclusions concerning the ratio of vertical to 

horizontal spectral ground motions. The ratio was found in general to decrease with 

distance to the fault. The strongest ratios were found for short periods, and near fault 

distances. M e r  reaching a peak in the srnall period range, the ratio decreased and then 

increased into the longer penod range. For long periods there is no signïfïcant decrease 

with distance. 

2.1.2 Frequency content 

Research by Lachet et al. (1995) suggested that there was a direct link between the WV 

ratio and the geological conditions of the site. This experimental study, where arnbient 

white noise and strong motions were used, correlates the WV peak of the site to the 

geological conditions. The authors concluded that WV peak is located at a particular 



position (spectral period at which peak occurs) in the fkequency domain, and that this 

position could be a characteristic of a site. 

Ohno and Kohno (1996) state that the duration of the vertical component is similar to 

that of the horizontal component. It was tùrther noted that the former builds up faster. 

In the study by Athson  (1992) the duration in seconds for distances greater than 200 

km nom the source was taken as = I/fo + 0.05 R where f8 is the corner ffequency of the 

source spectmm, and R the hypocentral distance in km at distances greater than 200 km. 

The author States the importance of the duration of earthquakes in Eastern North 

Arnerica (ENA) since for a given Fourier spectmm, the peak ground acceleration and 

response spectral amplitudes depend on the duration of the earthquake, because the total 

value of energy must be spread out in the time domain. These conclusions reached on the 

duration are also applicable and of interest for the vertical component, since an 

earthquake is a single rnulti-dimensionnal event. 

2.1.4 Coherency between H and V 

Penzien and Watabe (1975) showed that the three components of ground motion are 

independent. This conclusion is reached if the motion is expressed in a principal axis 

system. Furthemore, the same intensity function is used for the three components of the 

motion. It is also important to note that an analyzed structure must have its principal axis 

coinciding with those of the input ground motion. 

Chen and Lee (1973) computed statistics on the correlation factor between the three 

components of 104 r d  strong motion recordings. They concluded that c o n s i d e ~ g  the 



three components as independent is not a realistic estimate of the coherency, espeàdy 

between the horizontal and vertical ground motions. They fùrther suggested that the 

inconsistency between their conclusion and the one reached by Penzien and Watabe, was 

most probably due to the fact that the three intensity fiincdions were taken as the same. 

Based on their statistics they suggested a low correlation factor between the horizontal 

and vertical components in the range of 0.16 to 0.2. 

Some methods have been proposed to generate low-correlated accelerograms. 

Levy and Wilkinson (1973) suggest that a first tirne history can be generated fiom a 

spectral density fiinction at a frequency increment Am. The second tirne history is 

generated by using the same spectral density fùnction, but choosing the fiequencies 

rnidway between the fiequencies used in the generation of the first accelerograrn. This 

method yields accelerograms that are reasonably correlated, but is not very realistic since 

both t h e  histories are generated fiom the same spectral density fùnction. 

Furthemore, it was noted that when the correlation coefficient is defked as a fùnction of 

the tirne lag between the start of the f5st and second accelerograrns, by varying the time 

lag, a dserent correlation coefficient couid be found. In fact, by rnoving one 

accelerogram on the time scale the correlation coefficient could be varied until the desired 

correlation is obtained. 

2.1.5 Generation of synthetic ground motions 

Many studies have focused on the problem of simultaneously generating accelerograms or 

response spectra for the vertical and horizontal components of ground motion. Some of 

these studies used the spectral approach, where equations iike the one Ghosh (1987) 

suggested: 



where S is the normalized spectral value and 4 B, C, D and E are constants, and M and 

R represent the magnitude of the earthquake and the distance fiom the source, 

respectively. This method does not account for the mechanistic side of the earthquake, 

but fits recorded data, to generate a representative spectrurn. The form of the equation is 

chosen to account for the oscillatory variation of spectrai amplitude with respect to both 

M and R The value of S, for a given penod and damping ratio, is obtained by a calibrated 

sum of spectral responses corresponding to recorded events. The author suggests 

independent analysis for the vertical and the horizontal components, to be coherent with 

previous results that suggest that the shapes of these two components are diEerent. By 

computing the constants and plotting them, it was dficult to correlate the two responses 

by this approach. These results are derived fkom a series of 59 horilontal and 30 vertical 

accelerograms fkom thirteen earthquakes in the Western United States. Such a method 

can be applied to regions where available data is extensive, but would be insufficient and 

unrepresentative for regions with fewer recordings iike Eastern Canada. Furthemore, the 

facts that the mechanistic side of the rupture is not considered, and that al1 results are 

given the same importance may have lead to poor predictions. 

The other approach, as opposed to the spectral method, consists of generating time 

history accelerograms for both directions, to fit a target spectrum, by calibrating results 

on observed values through projected probability distributions of relevant parameters. 

Bruna and Riera (1 988) suggested a general formula to obtain a 3 dimensional tirne 

dependent array of the three acceleration components as a sum of 'i' 3-dimensional arrays 

corresponding to "i" frequencies 6, number of cycles (n), anivaI times and final times. 

The proposed fùnction is : 



aij(t)= Aijesh(2~ E t) sin@ t / bi) ~ ( t - f a i )  ~(tbi-t) , (2.2) 

with i correspondmg to the number of independent fùnctions and j = 1 to 3 ( 3 

dimensions: 2 horizontal and 1 vertical ). A is the amplitude, ta, tb and td are the arrival 

tirne, the h a 1  tirne, and the i-wave duration, respectively , and u (t) denotes Heavyside's 

unit step fiinction. 

The result is obtained by summing the contribution of each term : 

The suggested procedure consisted of selecting N, generating for i = 1 to N fiom the 

Fdv) probabilistic distibution, determinhg the values of ni and taï, computing A,, and 

&&y adjusting the values of A, to improve the fit to the target spectra. 

In a study by Atkinson (1992) on the characteristics of ground motions in Western 

Canada the W acceleration amplitude ratio was found to be a stable site characteristic, 

dependent on the velocity pronle of the site. Furthemore, the ratio was also found to be 

independent of earthquake magnitude and distance, as well as source location or 

mechanism. Thus, a correlation between the two components could be obtained if the 

shear wave velocity profle of the recording site is known. For fiequency ranges f = 0.5 

Hz to 10 Hz, a smooth solid curve was adopted for Western Canada: 

l o g o  = 0.07 + 0.25 log f ,  with : O < log O< 0.25 

In a different study by Atkinson (1992) where the characteristics of Eastern Canadian 

earthquakes were examined, the following correlation was derived : 



Kitagawa et al. (1996) suggest a different approach. The horizontal and vertical 

accelerations are derived separately, by £irst obtaining a basic response spectrum. The 

spectrum is then multiplied by a seismic activity coefficient, a longer penod coefficient 

and a soi1 amplification coefficient. These coeficients are denved independently for both 

directions according to the nature of the site, since no direct correlation could be 

developed. 

An interesting observation on the similarities and the compatibility of horizontal and 

vertical spectra and a method for denring vertical spectra fiom horizontal ones are 

proposed in an article by Bozorgnia et al. (1996). The authors state that the ratio of 213 

grossly underestimates the V/H ratio for short periods and overestimates it for long 

penods. Following a comparison of peak ground accelerations for the vertical and 

horizontal motions, they noted that the vertical component is richer in high frequencies. 

Furthemore the shapes of the spectra are similar except that the horizontal spectrum is 

shifted towards the longer period range. This observation suggests that it is possible to 

approximate the vertical spectmm by shifting and calibrating the horizontal one to fit the 

characteristics of the vertical component. This method is simple and effective, but a large 

amount of earthquake records are required to calibrate the spectra. 

2.1.6 Propagation of P and S waves 

The experimental study of Abe and Watanabe (1 996) suggests that, as an earthquake 

propagates near the surtàce, incident angles at the boundaries of soil layers are 

decreasing. This would explain the disagreement of some theoretical values with 

observed values on the spectral V/H ratio. The fact that, at the boundary of layers during 



the propagation from a depth of 4 km, S-waves change into P-waves and vice-versa may 

explain the diierence in observed spectral ratios. Vertical motion occurring after the 

arriva1 of S waves is strongly infiuenced by deep ground structures and the incident angle 

to the deep half space layer. 

Amirbekian and Boit (1 995) used the value of f,, to compare the horizontal and vertical 

responses, where f,, corresponded to the supenor fiequency cutoe for example 

fiequencies supenor to the corner fkequency. The dserences of f,, for the two 

components is beiieved to be closely tied with the dEerence in the htrinsic attenuation of 

P and S waves within the basin. P waves (direct or converted fiorn S-waves) are believed 

to m d y  influence the vertical motion, whiie S waves affect mostly the horizontal 

motion. For alluvial basins where the ratio of P to S velocities was cornmonly above two, 

the ratio off,, was also found to be above two. The observations suggested that the high 

fiequencies in the vertical direction could be attrïbuted to the conversion of S waves to P 

waves at the bottom of a layered alluvial basin, near the source. 

2.2 Historical evidences 

Recorded data showed the importance of the vertical component in many earthquakes. In 

fact, in some seismic events the vertical acceierations exceeded the horizonta1 ones. 

The question that p d e d  engineers was whether or not the vertical components, as 

important as they rnay have been intensity wise, were responsible for structural damage. 

Histoncal evidences show that the vertical components were indeed directly the cause of 

a number of important failures, and that it also influenced indirectly the behaviour of 

structures resisting the horizontal components of ground motions. 



2.2.1 El Asnam earthquake in Algeria ( October 10" 1980) 

The most revealing example of the effect of vertical accelerations, as descnbed by 

Despeyroux (1982), is the 1980 El Asnam, Algena earthquake. The quake is described as 

a sudden vertical impulse with high fiequency vibrations of short duration. There is no 

recorded data to conEirm the visual observations, but reliable testimony helped the author 

detennine that the vertical accelerations were about lg, and that the horizontal ones 

reached values of oniy 0.25 g to 0.30 g. 

Many horizontal cracks due to the eccentric vertical loadings and vertical cracks due to 

the splitting under vertical compression were fiequently observed at the site. A water 

tank in the El Asnam region provided proof that most of the darnage was due to the 

veriicd componenr of rne emnquaice. The upper paneis of the structure bucided under 

the increased vertical compression and fefi off the tower, while the lower panels that 

would have been damaged by strong horizontal motions rernained intact. 

There was practically no example of failure by repetition of displacement cycles, with 

plastic hinging, and transformation of structures into mechanisms. Most of the ruptures 

occurred in a brittle way, even for structures that were designed according to the French 

antiseismic c'Recommandations AS55" (1 954) and "Règles Parasismiques PS69" (1 969). 

These codes were developed according to the philosophy of large plastic deformations in 

the occurrence of a major seismic event. The reason for the brittle failures was mainly the 

suddemess of the seismic attack, and the fact that the maximum vertical accelerations 

(which occurred fkst) were separated from the maximum horizontal accelerations by a 

very short time period. Most of the structures that were severely damaged did not loose 

their initial shape, since they did not have tirne to oscillate before ntpture occurred. 



2.2.2 Great Hashin Earthquake in Kobe Japan (January 17, 1995) 

In the preliminary investigation report of the Kobe earthquake disaster by Bardet et al. 

(1995), extensive recorded data showed the presence of an important vertical ground 

acceleration. Numerous shear failures of reinforced concrete coIumns were attributed to 

the high vertical acceleration. The Hanshui expressway bridge in Nishinomiya, the 

reinforced concrete wall of the bank dong the road fiom Meriken Park to IR Motomachi 

station, and the piers of the Hanshin expressway all presented shear failures that were 

also attributed to the large vertical accelerations. A large number of bridge piers were 

similarly damaged although they were designed according to recent earthquake codes. 

2.2.3 Sanriku earthquake in Japan (December 28, 1994) 

In a report by Shioi and Sakajiri (1 996) the same observations were reported. Big shear 

cracks in columns supporting large vertical loads were attributed to importance of the up- 

down motion. The authors also noted that the horizontal ground motion had a 

predorninant penod of 0.3 S. while the vertical excitation had high accelerations in the 

0.1 25 s range. 

2.2.4 Northridge earthquake in Caiifomia (January 17,1994) 

In a paper summarinng the damage of parking structures during the 1994 Northndge 

California earthquake, Hawkins and Inverson (1994) stated that much of the obsewed 

darnage could not solely be explained by the horizontal accelerations. In fact the near 

fault recordings showed that the vertical component was greater then expected, and that 

most darnage was due to the combined effects of horizontal and vertical ground shaking. 

It was noted that the vertical strong shaking began about 3 seconds before the horizontal 

strong shaking, thus hposuig significant vibrations to large span areas prior to the arriva1 



of the horizontal strong shaking. It was fbrther noted that the duration of the vertical 

acceleration was relatively important, and that multiple near peak accelerations were 

recorded. 

For the near fault area, simple calculations for a typical 2 to 3 story parking structure 

indicated that a horizontal acceleration of 0.4 g was sufficient to induce structural 

damage, but that fdure and rupture of the structure was only expected at 0.85 g. This 

acceleration level was never reached for the structures that collapsed during the 

earthquake. 

The authors suggested that the collapse of these structures may be explained by the 

presence of hi& vertical accelerations, and by the interaction of the forces produced by 

the horizontal and vertical accelerations. 

2.3 Experimentat evidences 

A 1:20 scale, 15 story reinforced concrete h e  tube structure building was tested by 

Jiwei et al. (1994). A cornparison between results obtained soliciting the structure with 

only the horizontal acceleration and the combined horizontal and vertical accelerations 

suggested that in the elastic domain the effect of the vertical component was negligible on 

the horizontal displacements and acceleration response. In the inelastic dornain the 

decrease in axial Ioad caused by vertical accelerations was important especially at the 

colurnn/bearn connections. Furthemore, in a study by Kohzu and Suita (1 996) on a steel 

moment resisting single story fiarne, a single or few excursions of the joints were 

necessary under the combined action of vertical and horizonta1 accelerations to cause 

failure. The concept of strain rate, and the influence of the vertical component of 

earthquake motions are discussed. 



Kohzu and Suita (1996). noted that in the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan, the area close 

to welded beam-to-column comection presented brittle fractures in many steel smictures. 

Following an experimental study, the authors concluded that the joints suffered the 

impulsive force and the simultaneous action of the horizontal and vertical ground 

motions, resulting in brittle failures caused by single or few excursions of the joints. The 

vertical acceleration component significantly iduenced the stress-strain response at the 

critical sections. Both, the horizontal and the vertical components especiaily for near 

source sites, increased the strain rate in the connections. It was shown experimentaily that 

the yield strength of the butt welded joint hcreases much more than the yield strength of 

the base metal with increasing strain rate, while both ultimate strengths remain unchanged 

with increasing strain rate. This induces a loss of ductility in the welded area of the 

conneaion relatively to the base metal section, thus favoring brittle fractures. 

Agbabian et al. (1994), following an experimental snidy on one-third-scale models of 

multistoty buildings, found that the coupling of the vertical and horizontal accelerations 

caused failure in beam-column connections prior to attaining the full resisting capacity of  

the beam sections. They noted that the vertical motion combined with overturning 

moments in the joint regions caused reduced column compression or even tension, that 

significantly reduced the concrete contribution to the shear resistance. In addition, 

marked effects on the shear deformation capacity, yield point, cracking patteni, ultimate 

capacity, and ductility in the panel zones were noted. A dinerence of 30% to 50% in the 

deformabiiity were dso recorded. The authors fùrther stated that code provisions may be 

unconservative in the consideration of the vertical ground motion, since extensive data 

show that peak accelerations in the vertical direction may well exceed those of the 

horizontal direction, and that the fiequency contents are quite different. 

In a study of RC beams, Mohit and Shimazu (1987) showed that under the effect of 

combined vertical and cyclic horizontal loadings, the two extreme ends of the beams lost 



their rotational stifimess, thus causing a graduai increase of the vertical deflections. The 

midspan defiections were found to increase from 70% to 140% d e r  the first yield of 

critical sections in RC portai fiames, under the working vertical and cyclic lateral loads. 

Furthemore, it should be noted that the vertical deformation of beams is not addressed 

by code provisions for earthquake resistant design. 

2.4 Numericd evidences 

The numerical evidences on the effect of vertical accelerations on structures cm be 

divided in three major categories related to: (1) buildings, (2) bridges, and (3) dams. 

These three types of structures have very distinct structural behaviour, and respond 

dinerently (because of natural periods and the shape of the vibration modes) to seismic 

excitations. 

2.4.1 Buildings 

In a study by Paglieti and Porcu (1985), the concept of vertical eccentncity is introduced. 

The vertical eccentricity corresponds to a lateral offset of the center of mass from the 

center of rigidity in elevation dong a horizontal floor element. Using an analytical model. 

this study shows that the vertical eccentricity induces rocking motions, which cornbined 

with the vertical motion, ïncreases the axial load in colurnns by more than 30 % in certain 

cases, 

In a dEerent study by Gupta and Hutchinson (1994), the effect of coupling the vertical 

and the horizontal accelerations was examined with respect to the fiequency ratio of the 

excitations. The coupling of the two components was more critical for frequencies that 

were closer to each other. 



Orabi and Ahmadi (1988) stated that the relation between the effects of horizontal and 

vertical accelerations on the structure were due to the P-Delta effects for colurnns that 

bared a stress larger than 80% of Euler's load. This concept may not be relevant since 

columns are never designed to work under such high axial loads, but considering the 

inelastic behaviour in the occurrence of a major earthquake, such loads rnay indeed occur. 

In addition, it was noted that for low damping ratios the effect of vertical ground 

acceleration was important, and that it becarne ïnsi@cant for high damping ratios. 

Asano and Torii (1992) examined a 30-story building incorporating a large cantilever 

with different analysis methods to reach a safe design for the horizontal accelerations the 

coupling of torsiomal effects, and the vertical accelerations. The authors suggested 

foUowing this analysis that large elements, like cantilevers that are directly afFected by 

vertical accelerations, may vibrate excessiveiy during an earthquake. These elements 

should be designed to remain in the elastic domain even under the action of severe 

seisrnic loading. Gravity and live loads in affected elements should remain under 40 to 50 

% of the yield stress. 

In an analytical study by Yamanouchi and Hasegawa (1996) on 2-story, 4-story and 8- 

story buildings designed according to the old and new Japan design codes, the vertical 

ground motion was found to afTect the deflections at the center of bearns, but did not 

significantly affect the overaii frame response. It was also noted that the vertical 

acceleration had a more significant effect on the most heavily loaded interior columns, 

since the extenor colurnns were affected primarily by the horizontal motion. 

2.4.2 Bridges 

Following the failure of many bridges after the San Fernando earthquake in 1971, a large 

amount of research was made to determine the reasons for these failures. The same major 



deficiencies identined were, lack of ductility, mail seat width at expansion joints lack of 

horizontal ties, and inadequacy of abutments and wing walls. Most of the darnage was 

due to structural vibrations. Most of the work done on the dynarnic response of these 

structures considered only the horizontal earthquake components. Many recordings 

indicate that most of the darnage may have been caused by vertical accelerations. 

Saadeghvariri and Foutch (1991) noted that during the Cape Mendocino California 

offshore earthquake in 1983, the peak vertical acceleration at the center of a bridge span 

was 10 times larger than that at the abutment, whiie it was only 2 tÏmes Iarger in the 

horizontal direction. Afker performing dynarnic analyses on a number of mode1 brÏdges. 

the authors concluded that vertical accelerations have a significant effect on bridges, by 

increasing the darnage and even by inducing new damage patterns. In columns and piers, 

owing to uncoupled variations of the axial and Iateral forces, the hysteresis loops are very 

unstable and asymmetnc. On one hand the increased axial forces cause an increase in 

stf iess that in tum causes an increase in the shear and moments camed by the columns. 

increasing the possibility of failure in the column, the fouadations, and abutrnents. On the 

other hand, the decreased axial forces, that could even be reversed into tensile forces, 

causing a weak beam-strong colurnn behaviour, which reduces the shear capacity of 

concrete favoring a shear failure in the cross section. These results are given further 

importance, since there have been reports of unexpected yielding of columns for many 

bridges in past earthquakes. In the abutments and connections, varying forces due to 

vertical vibrations, that may exceed three times the usual Ioading, are not accounted for in 

current codes. In addition provisions for foundations and expansion joints are sometimes 

insufficient for vertical motions. 

2.4.3 Dams 

Léger and Leclerc (1996), studied the response of gravity dams to earthquake ground 

motions. When combining the effects of horizontal and vertical accelerations (vertical 



peak ground acceleration (PGA) cdibrated to 213 of the horizontal PGA), it was found 

that the vertical component did not appear to be critical in the seismic response of gravity 

dams since it increased the stresses by approximately 10 %. Nevertheless. it was noted 

that the vertical component caused a variation in the cracking pattern that influenced the 

large displacement response of the separated upper part of the dam. It was fùrther noted 

that by reversing the sign of the vertical component when coupling it with the horizontal 

component may cause signiticant changes in the response, which emphasizes the question 

of coherency between the two components. 

Kido et al. (1997) studied the performance of the Hitokura Dam during the 1995 Kobe 

earthquake. The results that were the most coherent with the real behaviour of the 

structure were obtained with simulations including both the horizontal and the vertical 

components of the seismic motion. However, the vertical acceleration did not affect 

significantly the results in terms of the stress conditions in the dam during the earthquake. 

2.5 Code Provisions 

Paz (1 994) summarized the seismic provisions of countries having earthquake design 

codes, 17 of which had clauses dealing with the vertical component of the earthquake 

motion. Some of these clauses were more detailed than others, but in general the vertical 

component was given a very limited importance compared to the horizontal one. Table 

2.1 presents a summary of the clauses related to vertical accelerations in these t 7 codes. 

AU the codes that include a clause on vertical accelerations specified a limited number of 

structural cases where the clauses should be taken in account. Some codes, for exarnple 

the Australian one (1993), leave the responsibility to the designer to determine whether 

or not to consider vertical earthquake components. The paragraph reads : " . . . only if the 

nature of the structure shows that it could be significant (considering the vertical 



component)." The elements to be considered for applying vertical accelerations, specified 

by the other codes, are the following: 

Columns in a structural frame bearing large verticai loads, with increased vertical 

flexibility (Algena, Russia, Romania, Costa Rica). 

CantiIevered elements (Russia, Romania, Italy, Costa R i q  Bulg aria, Argenîina) 

Balconies (Argentina) 

Roofs with large spans (Argentina) 

Bridges (Russia, Bulgaria) 

Any structural element with span greater than 20 m to 24 m (Argentha, Bulgarïa, 

Russia, Spain, Italy, Costa Rica) 

Brick or Stone structures (Bulgaria) 

Flat Plates (Costa Rica) 

Prestressed elements (Greece, Peru) 

Bearns or cantilevers with large shear forces (Romania) 

Slab fioors supported directly on columns (Romania) 

Arches (Russia) 

Masonry (Russia) 

Girders acting as column supports (Greece) 

2.5.1 Intensity of vertical accelerations 

The vertical excitation component, when considered, is treated in many dEerent ways. 

each method being adapted to the general seisrnic provisions of the country with respect 

to the horizontal component. 



In general, most of the methods uses a percentage of the seismic weight, or a dynamic 

amplification factor multiplied by the seismic weight, to compute a static vertical seismic 

force to be applied at the center of mass of the considered element. Other methods 

describes the vertical acceleration component as a fiaction of the horizontal one, in tems 

of accelerations or even spectra. 

Each Code has a dserent approach in considering the intensity of the vertical 

component. Most of the codes spece a single value, for example the Australian code 

(1993) States that the vertical acceleration should be taken as 0.5 the horizontal 

acceleration. Other codes have dEerent amplification factors for each seisrnic zone, iike 

the seismic code of Argentina, where the value of Ç, (vertical seismic amplification 

coeftisient) varies h m  Q 24 to 1 20 f'r the 4 seismic zons  o f  the  country. 

Some other codes vary the intensity of the vertical force to be considered according to 

the type of structure. The Bulgarian code, for exarnple, specifïes an amplification factor 

of 2 for cantilevered elements. The Bulgarian code also correlates the value of the vertical 

acceleration (or vertical force used for design) to the peak ground acceleration for the 

regioq through the factor G. The Italian Code has a vertical amplification factor of 0.2 

for buildings with floor spans greater than 20 rn and for horizontal thnist elements, and a 

factor of 0 -4 for cantilevered elements. 

It is important to note that the loads induced by the vertical accelerations are not 

specified as a fùnction of the period of the analyzed element or structure. This point will 

be fkrther ïnvestigated in this project. 



2.5.2 Load Combinations 

In terms of load combinations (Horizontal + Vertical) very few codes have specinc 

considerations. Those which do, stress the need to consider both the effects of the up and 

down motions, 

The Argentina Code uses two general combinations : 

1) 1-3 L*E.q 

2) 0.85 E, E, 

E, : Gravity forces 

E, : Seismic forces 

Although these combinations do not spec* directly the combination of the forces 

induced by the vertical and horizontal accelerations, with respect to the verneal 

acceleration, equation 2.6 accounts for the increased loads in the gravir/ direction added 

to the static vertical loads, while equation 2.7 considers the effects of the upward forces 

induced by vertical accelerations acting against the gravity forces. 

The Chinese code suggests a combination between the horizontal and the vertical design 

forces: 

1.3 Horizontal + 0.5 Vertical (2-8) 

The Costa Rica code suggests a more specific load combination including the two 

horizontal orthogonal components, Hi and Hz and the vertical one, Vert : 

1) 100%H1+30% H2+30% Vert 

2) 100%Vert+30%H1+30%Ht, 

if the vertical vibration mode is considered to be a primary one. 



The Italian code has a dEerent approach on load combination. The SRSS combination 

rule is used to obtain a single component. They suggest this combination d e  for both the 

force and the displacement components. 

2.5.3 Evolution of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) 

In the commentary to the NBCC (1975) published in 1977. it is stated that the vertical 

accelerations represents 30 % to 60% of the horizontal ones, and could be even higher 

for near fault regions. It is also stated that vemcal accelerations can induce instabiiity or 

an unusual reduction of safety coefficients for some structures. When such a problem is 

expecied. the cnde iiggestr thir 5 byn-mit zr~!ysk he c ~ ~ e d  cm. 

This clause remained unchanged through the edition of NBCC (1980) and NBCC (1985). 

Ln the NBCC (1990), the clause was changed and stated that the vertical accelerations 

Vary between 2/3 and 3/4 of the horizontal accelerations. It is fiirther stated that 

cantilevered structures or buildings that are deemed sensitive to vertical accelerations 

should be designed following a dynamic analysis. The NBCC (1995), kept this clause 

unchanged. 

Table 2.1 surnmarizes the clauses covering the vertical acceleration in the codes of the 

above discussed countnes. 



Table 2.1: Summary of Code provisions for effects of vertical accelerations (after Paz, 1994) 
(pages 25 through 31) 

Country 
ALGERIA 
Règles Parasismiques 
Algériennes 
(RPA-1988) 

ARGENTINA 
Reglement O 

INPRES- 
CIRSOC103 (1991) 

AUSTRALIA 
Australian Standards 
1 170.4 (1 993) 

Vertical Com~onent 
Not S peci fied 

F,ec,= * QydW 
yd : risk factor (1, 1.3 or 1.4) 
C,, : vertical seismic coeR 
W:weight of structural component 
Cases 1 and 2 : 
Ci. given by table, hnction of 
seismic intensity zone 
Case 3 : 
Vertical acceleration spectrum 
obtained from horizontal one by : 
Si  vat= fv* S a  har 

F, obtained from table, function of 
seismic zone 
Go obtained from spectrum. 
Vacccl = 0s Hacccl 

unless data of vertical to horizontal 
ratio of recorded accelerograms 
shows different values 

Load Cornbinations 
1 ) D t  L k E  
2 ) O . B  DA E 
3 ) D + L a  1 .2E 
Combination of vertical and 
horizontal not s~ecified 

E, : Effeci: of  gravity forces 
Es : Seisrriic effect 

Combinat ion of vertical and 
horizontal not specified 

Not specif ied 

Ot her considerations 
For columns in a structural 
frame bearing large vertical 
loads 

Case 1 : Cantilevers and 
balconies 
Case 2 : Building roofs with 
large spans and horizontal 
prestressed elements 
Case 3 : Structures with 
lateral projections 

For structures type D and E 
The type of structure 
depends on : 1) the 
importance of the structure, 
2) the soi1 structure 
resonance factor, 3) the 



BULGARIA 
Code for Design of 
Buildings and 
Structures in Seismic 
Regions. (1 987) 

CANADA 
NBCC (1995) 

Vertical seismic forces to be taken 
as a fraction of the horizontal ones 

For buildings 
1)The vertical seismic forces taken 
as 15 % of seismic weight for low 
seismicity regions, and as 30 % for 
high seismicity regions 
2) For cantilevered elements the 
vertical seismic force is taken as 
2.C.Ke.Q 
Q: Weight of element 
C : importance coefficient (values of 
0.75, 1, 1.5) 
K, : Seismic coefficient representing 
the ratio of the ground peak 
acceleration to the gravitational 
acceleration. ( varies between 0.05 
and 0.27 ) 
2.C.K, varies fiom 7.5 % to 81 % 

Vertical accelerations taken as 213 
to 314 of horizontal accelerations 

Not specified for structures 
For masonry : 
100% H -t 100% v 

1,D 3. 1.E 
1 .D + (1 .Ml .E) for storage 
areas 
1 .D + (OS.L+ 1 .E) for other 
occupanciles 

acceleration coefficient of 
the site. 
Horizontal or inclined 
cantilevers 

Superstructures of bridges 

Structures as fiames, arches, 
trusses, and plate roofs with 
a span equal or greater than 
24 m, 

Buildings and structures 
susceptible of overturning or 
sliding 

Brick or stone structures 

Gravity load requirements 
are sufficient to resist up 
down motion, 



. . . - .- .- 

CHINA 
Code for Buildings 
and Structures 
(1 989) 

High rise buildings and 
structures 
FEV = armix Wq. 
FE" : Total vertical force 

: taken as 65% of a h ,  
W, : equivalent weight taken as 
75% of total seismic weight 

Vertical distribution of vertical 
seismic force : 
Fvj = (WiHi / C Wj Hi) FEV 

Plat network roof structures and 
large span trusses 
Fv = Wsciunic * a\. 
a,* : varying from 0.08 to 0.25 
Wseismic : total seismic weight 

Long cantilever and other large- 
span structures 
For the two highest seismic intensity 
regions, VI11 and lx, vertical forces 
are taken as 10% and 20% 
respectively of the total seismic 
weight . 

1) 1.3 Horizontal 
2) 1.3 Vertical 
3) 1.3 Horizontal + 0.5 
Vertical 

High rise buildings and 
structures 

Flat Network Roof 
structures and large span 
t russes 



COSTA RICA 
Codigo Sisrnico de 
Costa Rica 
(1 986) 

GREECE 
Greek Seismic Code 
(1 992) 

Vertical (acc.) = 213 of Horizontal 

1) Computing of the fundamental 
period of the element in the vertical 
direction by Raleigh's method. 

2) Vertical accelerations computed 
with the following formula-: 

W @ & " @ m , @ y ,  
F\fi = C h  @Y,)  

W: total weight 
E,~: seisrnic coefficient = 0,7 Ehorjz, 

mi : lumped mass at degree of 
freedom 1 
Yi : defiection at degree of freedom i 
under a static load of (mi.&, where 
g is the gravitational acceleration 
Vert. (acc.) = 0.5 Hor. (acc.) 

--- 

1 )  100% Hl f 30% Hz + 
30% V 
2)If vertical vibration mode 
is considered to be a primary 
one : 
1 0 0 % V i . 3 0 % H l + 3 0 %  
H2 

Simple su;perposition of 
loads induced by vertical 
accelerations in horizontal 
and vertical directions. 
Vertical forces computed by 
the described method can be 
used irrespective of the 
method ui~ed to compute the 
horizontal earthquake 
forces. 

= 100 % Hor + 100 
% Vert 

Usually neglected except for 
following cases : 
lncreased flexibility in the 
vertical direction due to 
large axial loads 
Flat plates 
Long span beams 
Cantilevers 
lgnored except for the 
following cases : 

Prestressed concrete 
Girders acting as column 
supports 
Design of Slabs 

Applied only when a vertical 
component analysis is 
deeined necessary 



- - 

IRAN 
Iranian Code for 
Seismic Resistant 
Design of Buildings 
( 1  988) 

ISRAEL 
Israel Standard , IC- 
4 13 
( 1  994) 

ITALY 
Nonne Technique 
per le Constmzioni in 
Zone Sismiche 
(1 986) 

F,# = ( 2 * A 4 R , ) * W p  
A : design base acceleration 0.2 to 
0.35 
1 : importance factor 
Wp : Dead load plus total live load 
Rv : reaction coefficient ( 2 for RC 
elements and 2.4 for cantilevers ) 

F I  = * 2/3 Z . W ( for cantilevers ) 
F,*=W,;,,- 1.5 * Z * 1 * S * W(prestressed 
elements ) 
Wmin : minimal load on prestressed 
element 
W : dead load 
2, 1, S : seismic coefficients 

1 : importance factor 

Wi: weight of considered eleinent 

K,. : vertical amplification factor 
k 0,2 for cases 1 and 2 
k 0.4 for case 3 

F ,,i8,ic = 100% Hor + 100% 
Vert 

Consider both up and down 
motions separately. 

a : single Force component 
( bending force, shear force, 
torsionnal moment) 
q : single displacement 
componerit 
h: index specifying 
horizontal component 
v: index qpecifying vertical 
componeiit 

Cantilevers 

Prestressed elements 

Case 1 : buildings with floor 
spans greater than 20 m. 
Case 2 : horizontal thnist 
elements 
Case 3 : Cantilevers 



PERU 
Penivian Code 
(1 977) 

Permanente de 
Normas Sismicas 
(1991) 

Russia ( former 
USSR) 
SNTP-11-7-8 1 Code 

F,1= C W 
W: weight of analyzed element 
C : 0.3 for zone 1 

0,2 for zone 2 
O for zone 3 (not considered) 

Fv = C* Qi 

C,. : amplification factor = I 2 K, 
K, is a zone factor corresponding to 
the ratio of the maximum seismic 
acceleration to the acceleration of 
gravit y 
Qi : gravitational load 

c: basic seismic coefficient 
x : seismic intensity factor 
Wi : concentrated weights 
Sik = KI Kzo Soik 
Sik : seismic force at level k 
KI : coefficient of allowable damage 
K2 : structural coefficient 
So i l i s  Q l i ' A * P i * & ~ ~ i k  

Qk : seismic weight at level k 
A : zone factor 
Pi : dynamic coefficient for mode 1 
K, : stiffness coefficient 
nii, : distr, factor for mode i at level 

Not specijied 

Effects of vertical and 
horizontal seismic forces are 
not ~uperi~mposed. 

Not specilied 

Al1 vertical elements 
Prestressed elements 
Cantilevers 

Columns with large axial 
forces 
Beams 
Cantilevers with large shear 
forces 
Slab floors supported 
directly on columns 

Beams with large spans 
When shape of structure 
requires it 

Horizontal and inclined 
cantilevers 
Bridges 
Frames, arches, trusses and 
space roof structures with 
span greater than 24 m. 
Structures analyzed for 
overturning or sliding 
masonry structures. 





Cha~ter 3 

Seismological Aspects 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, some characteristics of earthquake ground motions are examuied to better 

understand the relationships between the vertical and horizontal components. Once the 

relationships between these two components are established, a simple method for 

generating realistic input data for the vertical components of ground motion is developed, 

and a procedure to combine this component with the corresponding horizontal 

component in stnxctural analysis is proposed. Therefore, the main objectives of this 

chapter are : (1) to obtain reliable vertical acceleration response spectra based on an 

assumed horizontal acceleration response spectra, and (2) to generate reliable vertical 

acceleration time histories to fit the computed spectra, taking into account the coherency 

cntena of the cornponents of ground motion. 

An existing data base of 45 pairs of horizontal and vertical acceleration records has been 

divided in three categories, according to the ratio of the peak acceleration to the peak 

velocity (ah ) .  The characteristics of the vertical components are k s t  defined in tems of 

various intensity, fiequency content, and duration indices. A statistical analysis is then 

camied out to define a shift factor, Sc  and a reduction factor, that could be applied to 

a horizontal response spectmm to obtain a reasonable approximation of the associated 

vertical response spectrurn. The horizontal and vertical design response spectra are then 

used as targets to develop spectrum compatible ground motion the-histories suitable to 

perforrn step-by-step elastic or inelastic stxuctural analysis. The coherency between the 



homontal and vertical components of ground motions have been considered in the 

development of the spectnim compatible accelerograrns. 

3.2 Seiection of stronp motion data 

It is commonly accepted that the horizontal and vertical earthquake ground motions are 

quite different in terrns of fiequency content, since the former propagate mainiy as shear- 

waves (S-waves), while the latter propagate as tension-compression waves (P-waves). To 

remain consistent with this fact, the earthquake data was divided in categones according 

to the fkequency content of the horizontal strong motion data. The current edition of the 

National Building Code of Canada P C C ,  1995) uses a similar classification for the 

seismic regions of the country. The zona1 acceleration to velocity ratio ZdZv used in the 

NBCC (1995) is directly related to the frequency content of earthquakes expected in a 

given region. In Eastern Canada the a/v ratio is usually hi& corresponding to high 

fTequency earthquakes, and thus high energy in the short period range. In Western 

Canada, the ratio is usuaily low or close to unity. Low a/v values indicate low fiequency 

earthquakes and consequently high amplitudes in ground motion. 

This categorisation was chosen because it remained consistent with the NBCC 1995 

approach, and because in a shidy by Heidebrecht et al. (1 988) a strong motion data base 

dividing the records in these three categories was established at McMaster University. 

The data base consists of 45 histoncal earthquake records, on £irm ground, from North 

America, Eastern Europe and Japan. 

The records are divided in three categories according to their acceleration-to-velocity 

ratio (ah) : (1) high a h  X.2, (2) intermediate 1.2 > a h  > 0.8, and (3) low 0.8 > a h .  

These ratios are computed with the acceleration, a, expressed in g and the velocity, v, 



expresseci in d s .  Some characteristics of the earthquake records retained for this study 

are shown in Tables 3.1, 3 -2 and 3 -3. 

Most of the previously published work on the vertical acceleration and its characteristics 

is based on California earthquakes, with intermediate to low ah .  By dividuig the 

earthquake records in distinct groups, it is possible to establish if conclusions related to 

California events are applicable to all types ofearthquakes. 

Table 3-1: Characteristics of high ah group 
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Table 3-2 : Characteristics of intermediate a/v group 

Table 3-3: Characteristics of low a/v group 
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Sorne of the 

Acceleration 

earthquake records retained in this study present 

(PGA). The presence of records with very low 

a very low Peak Ground 

PGA values may not be 

totally representative of larger strong motion events, but the paucity of strong motion 

data in the high alv category ( typical of Eastern North America ) does not permit to form 

a large group of records based on major seisrnic events. Although small events may not 

trigger nonlinear response of rock soi1 mass while larger events may do so, it is believed 

that some of the characteristics denved f?om srnaller events may be applied to larger 

events. 

3.3 Indices to characterize earthauake records 

Indices covering the three important aspects to structurai engineers are examined : (1) 

amplitude of the motion, (2) frequency content of the excitation, and (3) duration and 

time of occurrence of maxima. The selected criteria are the foilowing : 

1) PGA : Peak Ground Acceleration (g) 

2) Time of occurrence of the PGA (s) 

3) Mc-Cm and Shaw duration (McCann and Shaw, 1979): the time span between the 

upper cut-off tirne and the lower cut-off tirne. The lower cut-off tirne is the time beyond 

which the reversed derivative of the cumulative RMSA (Root Mean Square of 

Accelerograrn) is always decreasing. The upper cut-off time is the tirne beyond which the 

derivative of the cumulative RMSA (Root Mean Square of Accelerogram) is dways 

decreasing. 

4) Bracketed duration: the tirne between the fïrst and last excursion of absolute value of 

acceleration above the cut-off acceleration (Bolt, 1973). (the cut-off was set at 0.05 g 



except for records that had PGA values smder than 0.05 g; for these records the bracket 

was set at 0.01 g). 

5) Energy related duration: time necessary to attain 90% and 95% of the total energy. 

The energy is based on the Anas Intensity (defined below, eq. 3 -2) 

6) Tfinac-Brady Duration (Trifùnac and Brady, 1975): the t h e  necessary to 

accumulate between 5% and 95% of the total energy (energy dso measured with the 

Anas Intensity). 

7) Hudser Duration (Hudser, 1970): Defined as the time necessary to accumulate 90% of 

the total energy (energy alao mmsured Gth the M a s  I~msity) 

8) Number of zero crossîngs W C )  

9) Predominant penod: the ratio of the total duration to 2 times the number of zero 

crossings. 

10) a ~ ~ s :  Root Mean Square of accelerograrn 

where a(t) is the acceleration, and to is the total duration of the accelerogram. 

1 1) Arias intensity, IA (Arias, 1969): 

where a(t) is the acceleration and t is the total duration. 



12) Spectral Intensity based on acceleration (Tayebi, 1994): the area under the pseudo- 

acceleration spectrum between periods of s to 0.5 s for 5 % of critical damping. 

13) Spectral Intensity based on velocity (Tayebi, 1994): the area under the pseudo- 

velocity spectmrn between periods of 0.04 s to 0.5 sec for 5 % of d i c a l  viscous 

damping. 

14) Correlation coefficient: cosine of the angle between horizontal and vertical 

accelerograms, considering a vectonal representation of the t h e  series. The parameter is 

defined by dividing the scalar product of the two vectors by the product of their noms. 

For each record. these parameters were computed for both the horizontal and the vertical 

components, and the vertical-to- horizontal (V/H) ratio was obtained for eac h parameter. 

For each a h  group of records, statistics of the V/H ratios were computed. Furthermore 

for each record the acceleration and velocity response spectra for both horizontal and 

vertical components were plotted. The V/H ratios of spectral accelerations and spectral 

velocities were computed for ali penods. For each a/v group of records, the average, 

average + 1 standard deviation (STDV), average - 1 STDV, maximum and minimum 

values of the V/H ratios of spectral accelerations were plotted. 

3.4 Com~arison of results 

Scattered results were obtained for each a/v group of records. Nevertheless, a few trends 

could be noticed amongst the computed statistics. 

3.4.1 Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) 

The VfK ratios of the PGA had a mean value of 0.7 for the high ah group, 0.65 for the 

intemediate one, and 0.55 for the low one. This trend was also noticeable for the PGA 



values of the average + 1 STDV, where the value for the high a/v group was 1.22. 1.00 

for the intermediate one, and 0.73 for the low group. This could be explained by the fact 

that earthquakes in the high d v  group usudy correspond to near fàult events, where P- 

waves are predominant. The average distance to the fault for the records used in this 

group is 13.2 km. The vertical component of the earthquake motion is not significantly 

attenuated in near fault region, thus yielding vertical PGA values closer to the PGA 

values of the horizontal component. The intermediate and low d v  groups of records have 

average distances to the fault of 70.6 km, and 113 km, respectively. The increased 

distances fiom the fault causes P-waves to attenuate and thus reduce the vertical PGA 

(PGAV) comparatively to the horizontal direction one (PGAH) . 

The value of 2/3. usuallv - sup~ested -- by buildine codes like the NBCC (1995) seems to be 

a good approximation of the average of the PGAVIPGAH ratio. However, the scatter of 

values may lead to considerable underestimation of the PGAV for certain events. In fact 

the max-min envelopes of the PGAVff GAH ratio of the three a/v groups are : 

(1) high d v  group : Max = 1.76, Min = 0.27, 

(2) intermediate dv group : Max = 1 -3 5, Min = 0.3 4, 

(3) lm d v  group : Max = 1-02, Min = 0.34. 

This indicates that the PGAV is predominant in some records. Thus making it necessary 

to find a more reliable way to estimate the vertical component of ground motion. 

3.4.2 Frequency content 

The frequency content of the horizontal and vertical records was monitored by the 

number of zero crossings, and the predominant period of strong shakïng. In aU three alv 

groups, the average ViH ratio of the predorninant period is about 0.8. This is consistent 

with previous results srating that the frequency content of the horizontal and vertical 



components is different, and that the vertical accelerations are richer in high eequencies. 

By definition, each of the a h  group of records presents a diffierent fiequency content for 

the horizontal component. Since the VM ratio of the predominant period stays constant 

at 0.8 in ali three groups, it means that the vertical accelerations are afEected in the same 

manner as the horizontal accelerations by the factors that influence the a h  ratio. 

The V/H ratios of the root mean square of the accelerograms for the complete duration, 

the Bolt duration, the Trifùnac effective duration, and the McCann and Shaw duration, 

are aiso constant at a value of 0.6 for al1 three a/v groups. Furthemore, the V/H ratio of 

the pseudo-absoiute acceleration spectral intensity is also constant with a value of 

approximately 0.6 for the three a/v groups. These two resufts indicate that the total 

arnount of energy generated by vertical accelerations is approximately 60 % of the 

amount of energy generated by the horizontal accelerations. However, since the 

eequency content of the horizontal and vertical components is different, it is more 

conclusive to compare the horizontal and vertical spectra, than the values of the PGA and 

root mean square of the accelerograms. 

3.4.4 Correlation 

The correlation factor, 9, is defined as the cosine of the angle between the horizontal and 

vertical accelerograms. A value of 1 indicates that the two accelerograms are not 

statisticaily independent (the two vectors are pardel), while a zero value indicates the 

complete independence of the components (the two vectors are orthogonal). The highest 

correlation factor was obtained for the high a/v group with a value of 8 = 0.24, whereas 

the intermediate and low groups had û = O. 11. The higher value of 0 for the high a/v 

group may be due to the shorter fault distance for this group. The P-waves are therefore 



less attenuated. The average V/H ratios for the above discussed parameters, for each of 

the groups of earthquakes, are presented in Tables 3 -43-5  and 3-6. 

Table 3-4 : High a/v group, V/B ratios 
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Table 3-5 : Intermediate ah, group , VfE ratio 
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Table 3-6 : Low ah group , V/EI ratio 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

Dur. 0.87 0.26 1-13 0.61 
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3.5 Characteristics of horizontal and vertical response mettra. 

For each earthquake record, the horizontal and vertical acceleration and velocity response 

spectra were computed for 5% damping. The V/H ratio of spectral acceleration 

(VSa/HSa) was plotted as a fùnction of the period. For each a h  group, the average, 



average +1 STDV, average -1 STDV, maximum and minimum envelopes of the of 

Sa were plottd as a fiinction of the period, as can be seen m Figures 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. 

AU three groups exhhited peak ratios of V S m a  in the small period range ( T < 0.25 s). 

Figure 3.1: VIH ratio of SpectraE acceIeration ami velocity @igh elv group) 

Figure 3.2: V/E ratio of Spectral acceIieratiom md wIocity (intermediate ahr group) 



Figure 3.3 : VEI ratio of Spectral acceleratîon and velocity (iow a/v group) 

0 High - a h  eroup - of records : 

The average VSsMSa ratio reaches a maximum of 0.75 for periods ranging fiom O s to 

0.15 S. It then decreases to 0.5 at a period of 0.25 S. For periods between 0.25 s and 1 s 

the ratio is relatively constant at 0.6. The standard deviation is rehtively high, and the 

average + 1 STDV curve follows the same form as the average curve, with an iucrease of 

0.35 in the V/H ratio axis. 

r Intemediate ah group of records: 

This group presents the most distinct VSa/HSa peak of the three groups. The maximum 

value of the VSa/HSa ratio is reached at a low period, but there is a bdd-up range 

before reaching the peak The average VSaMSa ratio builds up fiom an initial value of 

0.65 at T = O s (correspondhg to the group's average PGA ) to 0.97 at a period of 0.15 

S. It then decreases to 0.6 for a period of 0.25 s, and to 0.45 for a period of 0.5 S. The 

ratio remahs constant at 0.45 nom periods ranging f?om 0.5 s to 1 s . The standard 

deviation for this group is also relatively hi& and the average + 1 STDV curve places 

the entire peak ( O s < T < 0.2 s) above a ratio of 1, with a xmxhum value of 1.7 at 

T = 0.15 S. 



Low a/v group of records : 

This group presents also a build-up area in the low penod range but the ratios are srnaiier. 

The initial average value of 0.55 at a penod of O s increases to 0.75 for a period of 0.1 5 s. 

It then decreases to 0.58 for a period of 0.25 s, and to a value of 0.5 for a period of 0.5 S. 

The ratio remains constant for perîods between 0.5 s and 1 S. Similarly to the two other 

ah groups, the average + 1 STDV curve foUows the sarne shape as the average curve. 

with a peak value of 1.2 at a penod of 0.15 S. 

In figure 3.4, the mean value of the V/H ratio of spectral acceleration is ploned for each 

group. The shape of the curves folIow the trends discussed above. These curves are a 

O O -2 O -4 0.6 0.8 1 

Pe riod (s ) 

Figure 3.4 : V/H ratio of spectral acceleration for three a/v groups 
(average values) 



Figure 3.4 shows that the VSa/HSa is greater in the short period range. In fact, for al1 

three a/v groups for penods smaller than 0.25 s the V/H Sa ratio is greater than the value 

of 213. This value is usualiy applied to the PGAH to estimate the PGAV. It rnust be 

noted that when inspecting the shapes of the horizontal and vertical spectra for each 

record, the peaks of the acceleration response spectra do not occur at the same periods. 

Since the vertical acceleration is recognized as being richer in high tiequencies, it could 

explain why the ratio is greater in this area 

The spectral acceleration at a certain penod represents the peak acceleration effectively 

experienced by the structure. In fact the V/H ratio gives an estimate of the relative 
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not indicative of the potential darnage to a structure by the combined effect of the 

horizontal and vertical components of an earthquake, since the modes that wiiI be 

influenced by the vertical direction input motion wiii be at a much higher fiequency than 

those infiuenced by the horizontal component. These ratios are examined as indicators of 

how to obtain realistic vertical spectra fiom the correspondhg horizontal ones. 

In the following paragraphs, such a method is proposed through the use of shift and 

reduction factors to be applied to the horizontal spectra to obtain the vertical ones. 

3.6 Generation of Shifted and Reduced Soectra [GSRS) 

FolIowing the idea proposed by Bozorgnia and Campbell (1996), and after analyzing the 

horizontal and vertical spectra plotted on a same graph for each earthquake, a simiiarity 

was noted in the shape of the spectra. As compared to the vertical spectra, the peaks of 

the horizontal spectra were usuaiiy shifted towards the longer period range. In general the 

peak horizontal spectral accelerations were higher than those of the vertical spectra. 



Ohno et al. (1996) obtained vertical spectra by scaling the corresponding horizontal 

spectra by 0.6 for shorter periods, 0.5 for long periods and by a log-log interpolation for 

intermediate penods. This study was Limited to records obtained fiom soft rock sites with 

a shear wave velocity of 700 d s  and could not be appiied for all earthquakes, but the 

idea of obtaining the vertical spectra as a multiple of the horizontal one was retained. In 

the study by Bozorgnia and Campbell (1996), the sarne idea was used to generate the 

vertical specmim from the horizontal one, but the method consisted in fia shifting the 

horizontal spectra to the short period range by multiplying the penod axis by a scaling 

factor, and then reducing the amplitudes of the spectra to approach a vertical target 

spectra. 

Since this study was exclusively based on records Born California earthquakes, it was 

decided to use the same methodology for the three a/v earthquake data groups previously 

considered. The idea was to see if a simple method could be used for each group to 

obtain the vertical spectra based on the horizontal ones. The period axis multiplier is 

defined as the S M  factor (Sf ) ,  and the amplitude calibrating multiplier is defined as the 

reduction factor (Rf). 

To define Sf and the following rnethodology was used : 

+ Compute the vertical and horizontal absolute acceleration spectra for each 

earthquake. 

+ Compute the average acceleration response spectra for each a h  group, for both the 

horizontal and vertical components. 

+ Compute the values of Sf and Rf that minûnize the sum of the squares of the errors 

between the shifted and reduced average horizontal spedra and the target average 

vertical spectra, for dEerent ranges of the periods. 



+ Compile the values of Sf and R f  and compute the statistics for each group of 

earthquakes. 

+ Examine these results to determine Sf and Rf values that would result in an acceptable 

estimation of the real vertical spectra, fiom the horizontal spectra. 

It was decided to use the average spectra for each group to compute Sf and instead of 

using the individual records and then cornpihg statistics for each group. This decision 

was based on the fact that our h a 1  goal is to generate spectrum compatible 

accelerograms, and that it is usually smooth average spectra that are used for generation. 

Furthemore, the method, which would be applicable to curent design codes, woufd be 

used with code spectra which represent a smooth average of spectral ordimates that could 

A cornputer program GSRS-Generation of Shifted and Reduced Spectra (Christopoulos, 

1998) was developed to compute optimum values of Sf and Rf. The optimization critena 

was the surn of the squares of amplitude differences between the target vertical spectrum 

and the shifted and reduced spectmm. The program used the real spectra as input, and 

computed the optimum value of Sf and Rfby sweeping values of Sf ranging frorn 0.5 to 3 

in steps of 0.1, and values of Rf ranging from 0.2 to 2 in steps of 0.1. 

Initially the program computed the sum of the squares of amplitude difEerences for 

periods between O s and 1 S. Following the first set of results, it was decided that it was 

preferable to subdivide the period range in which the Sf and Rf factors where computed 

so that the peak spectral ordiates correspondmg to the lower period values were not 

biased by the Iower spectral ordinates corresponding to the higher period values. 



The period range was subdivided into three groups : 

1) fkom O to 0.25 s, 

2) fiom 0.25 s to 0.5 s, 

3) fiom 0.5s to 1s. 

Although these ranges were used for checking how the factors behaved for different 

period values of the spectra, the penod range from O s to 0.5 s which covers the most 

important range that includes the peak values of the spectral accelerations? and the 

complete range from O s to 1 s were also kept for cornparison purpose. 

The period limit of 1 s was retained hccause for p - i o d s  longer than 1 s: there is no  

dynarnic amplification. In fact after a period, T, of 1 s, the spectral acceleration f d s  

bellow the value at T = O S. which corresponds to the PGA of the record. Furthermore, 

al1 the spectral peaks occur within the O s to 1 s range. 

The choice of 0.5 s as a boundary for Sf and Rf calculations is also justified because 

NBCC (1995), 0.5 s is a boundary value that separates the long period structures fiom 

the short penod structures, with respect to the equal displacement method. 

Examining the computed values of Sf and Rffor each of the ah groups as shown in Table 

3-7, indicates that the values Vary widely within the different penod ranges. It was 

decided that, since the most important section was located in the O s to 0.5 s period 

range, and in order to obtain a reasonable match of the peak areas, the values of Sf and 

Rfcomputed for this period range only would represent the group. 



Table 3-7 : Shift factors and reduction factors for the three ah groups 

O s  to 0.25 s 

0.25 s to 0.5 s  

O sto.O.5s: 

0.5 s to 1 s 

Osto 1s 

AVERAGE 

Figure 3.5 iliustrates the proposed method. The computed Sf and Rf factors are applied 

to the horizontal acceleration response spectrum of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake 

record (Holiywood Storage) belonging to the intermediate a/v group to obtain the shified 

and reduced spectrum which is compared to the vertical acceleration response spectnim 

(vertical target spectrum). The intermediate group values of Sf = 1.6 and Rf = 0.55. 

found in Table 3.7 were used for the shift and reduction. 
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Figure 3.5 : Example of shifted and reduced spectrum 

From the results presented m Table 3-7, one can see that the tread m Sf is directly related 

to Merence in fiequency content between the horizontal and vertical components. The 

lowest Sf corresponds to the high a/v group that represents near fa& records. This r e d  

is coherent with the k t  that the correlation k t o r ,  0, between the horizontal and vertical 

accelerograms was found to be the highest for this group. Since it is maidy P-waves that 

innuence the near fàdt recordmgs, it could be concluded that for this group of records, 

the response spectra of the two components of the ground motion are very similar. This is 

also verifïed by the fact that PGAVLPGAH ratio was found to be the highesî for this 

group, and consequentfy the closest to unity. As the distance fiom the Eaut mcreases, for 

the intermediate and low dv groups, the waves are attenuated in a more substantial way, 

and the horizontal and vertical components difErentiate themselves more and more, 

whether it is fiequency wise since the Sf h a s e s ,  or a m p h d e  wise, shce the 

PGAV/PGAH ratio decreases. 



Sf and Rfwere also plotted in each group as finctions of magnitude and distance, as well 

as the log of magnitude and the log of distance. No specitic trend was found with respect 

to these parameters in each of the a/v groups. 

3.7 Effects of darnoing 

In this study, al1 results are based on an assumed critical damping ratio 5 = 5%. Both the 

horizontal and vertical spectra are computed with this damping ratio, since it is the value 

recomrnended by NBCC (1995). However, it is recognized that 5 can vary fiom 2% to 

10% depending on the materials and on the energy dissipation mechanism of the 

structurai systern. 

To examine the effect of 5 on Sf and one typical record was chosen for two of the alv 

groups of earthquakes. For each of these records, the horizontal and vertical spectra were 

computed for 5 = 2%, 5%, and 10%. Then, Sf and EU were computed fkom the spectra 

for each damping ratio. 

As can be seen in Table 3.8, the values of Sf and Rf were practically unaffected by the 

different damping ratios. Since it is known that the darnping ratio has a considerable 

enèct on the acceleration spectra, it can be concluded that the horizontal and vertical 

spectra of a .  earthquake record are similariy affected by the darnping ratio, thus making it 

possible to obtain shifted and reduced spectra for 2% damping for example, based on the 

horizontal spectra for 5% damping. In a study by Carr (1994) scaiïng factors for dEerent 

darnping ratios are proposed. Carr recomrnends, with 5% damping taken as unity, 

multipliers of 1.4 for 2 % damping, and 0.8 for 10 % damping. These values suggest that 



the eEect of the damping ratio is signincant, since ffom 5% darnping to 2% damping an 

increase in the response of 40 % is expected. 

In the most commonly encountered structures, the load carrying mechanisms in the 

horizontal and vertical directions are not the sarne. In facf seismic design emphasizes 

more on the dissipation of energy through horizontal resisting systems for dynamic loads, 

while the vertical mechanisms are designed to resist static gravity loads. Considering also 

Table 3-8 : Effect of damping ratio on Sf and Rf 

Earthquake Damping Ç I 
San Fernando 

(Pac Dam) 

that, in general, for vertical static loads it is the cross-sectional area aione working in 

tension or compression that resists the loads, and that in the horizontal direction it is a 

combination of shear forces, ffexure, or tension and compression, it could be expected 

that the damping ratio in the vertical direction would be lower then the darnping ratio in 

the horizontal direction. In such a case, cornbining vertical and horizontal spectra for 

different darnping ratios could result in a considerable increase of the effect of vertical 

accelerations in the response of structures. This point needs to be investigated tilnher, 

since there is no documentation in the literature that covers this aspect. 
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3.8 Generation of mnthetic ?round motions to satisfir spectral requirements and 
cross-correlations 

To dernonstrate the application of the above described method, a complete example for 

the city of Montreal based on the horizontal code prescribed spectmm is presented. 

Montreal is classifïed in a seismic region corresponding to the high a/v group of 

earthquakes. A complete generation of three horizontal and three vertical synthetic 

accelerograms is presented. Following the generation of these the-histories, the 

correlation between the two cornponents is discussed, and a method to establish an 

acceptable degree of correlation is proposed. 

The shift factors and reduction factors discussed in the previous paragraph are used to 

generate vertical spectra based on the horizontal spectra specified in the code for the city 

of Montreal. For Montreal, the NBCC (1 995) suggests a value for the horizontal PGA 

of 0.18 g. Refeming to paragraph 3 -6 of this chapter, we use a value of Sr = 1.55 and 

&= 0.80 for the high alv group. Defhhg the code prescribed horizontal spectnim for 

5 = 5% of critical damping, and generating the shified and reduced vertical spectnim, we 

obtain the vertical target spectmm for the generztion, as ilIustrated in Figure 3 -6. 
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Figure 3.6 : Horizontal and vertical (shifted and reduced) spectra for Montreal 

3.8.2 htensity Function 

Based on the horizontal and vertical spectra for each city, synthetic accelerograms are 

generated. The program SIMQKE (1976) was used to generate the time histories. In 

SMQKE, an intensity funetion m u a  be specined. This intensity function multiplies the 

generated stationary ground motion to simulate the different non stationary intensity 

zones of the accelerogram. The intensity fbnction is compnsed of three distinct areas : 

1) build up zone 

2) strong shaking zone 

3) decay zone. 

To d e h e  the intensity fùnction, for a given seisrnic are% estimates of the total duration, 

as weil as the duration of the build up zone and the decay zone are required. Based on the 

statistics compiled for the historical records chosen for our study, tirne function 

cornparisons could be carried out. 



These cornparisons apply to the horizontal direction time fiindon. For the vertical 

direction t h e  function, it was decided to reduce the build up zone to account for the fact 

that the vertical component seems to buüd up faster. This assessrnent was made based on 

statistics presented in Tables 3 -4, 3 -5 and 3 -6 that indicate that the time necessary to build 

up 5 % of the total energy @ased on the Arias intensity), is in average 50% smaller for 

vertical components. This obsewation complies with previously reached conclusions in 

the Literature that the vertical component could be compared to a sudden bum of energy. 

Hawkins and Inverson (1996) stated that in the Northridge (1994) earthquake, the 

verùcal accelerations induced significant vibrations in the structure a few seconds pnor 

the amval of the horizontal strong shaking. In addition it was noted, by observing results 

on synthetic ground motions, that the build up zone corresponded approximately to 5 % 

-C+Lci + r i + o I  ri-..--. 
U L  L t l G  LLVLCU G l l G L S J .  

Following this observation, it was decided to use the same intensity function for the 

horizontal and vertical directions, except for the build up area that is reduced by 50% for 

the vertical direction. 

Figure 3.7, shows the form of the intensity functions used for the generation. As can be 

seen in Figure 3 -7, TIH which corresponds to the horizontal build up t h e ,  is taken as two 

times T ~ v  which represents the vertical build up time. 

Time (s) T2 

Figure 3.7 : Intensity functions 



The build up fùnction is taken as linear, while the decay fiinction is exponential. The 

exponential decay is taken as : 
4 - 3 ( t - T z )  1,- = ( 3-11 

where t is the tirne, and T2 is the beginnlig of the decay in S. 

The generated accelerograms for Montreal must be typical of Eastern Canadian ground 

motions. In order to decide on the duration, historical records like the Saguenay (1988) 

earthquake were examuied, as weil as synthetic ground motions generated by Atkinson. 

Figure 3.â shows tne uitensity knctions for botii the horizontai and verticai directions for 

the generated strong motion for the city of Montreal. 

- Horizontal 

- Vertical 

- --- - -- 

Figure 3.8 : Intensity Functions for Montreal 



For the horizontal direction, the bdd up area is taken as 2 s, the constant strong shakiog 

as 10 s, and the decay as 8 S. For the vertical direction, the same parameters are used, but 

the bdd up tinae is reduced to 1 s (50% of build up time m horUantal direction). 

3.83 Generated synthetic groand motions 

Three pairs of synthetic accelerograms were generated with SIMQKE (1976). The nrst 

controlling criteria was the spectnmi compatiiiiity, and all three pairs had compatible 

spectm Followbg this first test, the effective durations were computed for cornparison 

with other @id records for this ares The durations were quite remonable, and the 

records were all considered as satîdktory. 

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the acceleration spectra of the three horizontai, and three 

vertical respectively, synthetic ground motions, generated with SIMQKE 

target spectm, based on NBCC (1995) are also plotîed. 

(1976). The 
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Figure 3.9 : Horizontal acceleration spectra for Montreal 
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Figure 3.10 : Vertical acceleration spectm for Montreal 

Figure 3.1 1 presents two accelerograms, a horizontal one, Hl, and a vertical one, VI, 
generated with the above descni  procedure for the city of Montrd  

Figure 3.11: Synthetic accelerograms for MontrePl 

a) Hl: horizontal component b) VI: vertical component 



3.8.3 Correlation 

Following the generation of the accelerograrns, the correlation factor between al1 

horizontal and ali vertical records was computed, by dividing the vectorial product of the 

two accelerograms by the product of the noms of the accelerograrns. Table 3-9 shows 

the correlation factors for the accelerograms computed for Montreal. 

Table 3-9 : Correlation factors for Montreal accelerograms : 

The accelerograrns computed with SIMQKE (1976) by choosing different seed numbers 

show very low correlation amongst themselves. Considering that a correlation of 0 = 0.2 

is realistic, based on results presented in this study in Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and on 

conclusions reached by Chen and Lee (1973), where a correlation of 0.2 is suggested 

after statistical analyses on the correlation of 100 historical records, we conclude that the 

accelerograms generated for Montreal might be too conservative especially for structures 

where the simultaneous interaction of both components is critical. Following this 

observation, it was decided to study a method to alter the existing records to increase the 

correlation to a more realistic value, and if possible to the suggested value of 0.2. A 

method proposed by Levy and Willunson (1973)- consists of delaying the start of one of 

the two accelerograms, thus affecthg the correlation. 

Figure 3.11 shows the variation of the correlation as a fùnction of the delay time t. The 

correlation is computed for accelerograms Hl and V3, for Montreal. 
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Figure 3.12 : Correlation factor for Hl and V3 records for Montreal 

We cm see that the correlation is not improved significady as it does not exceed 0.06, 

which is quite Iow. FoUowuig this observation, it was decided to induce a stronger 

correlation in two accelerograms typical of Montreal, by generating the horizontal and 

vertical accelerograms with the same seed number. Once these two strongly correlated 

accelerograms are delayed in the same way as descnbed above, a correlation of0.2 or any 

other correlation for that matter couid be  attained. 

Figure 3.12, shows the correlation factor for accelerograrns Hi and VIT, where VIT is 

generated with the same seed number. The correlation factor is plotted as a function of 

the delay time. For this case, we can see that a delay t h e  of 0.035 s, which could be 

considered as insignificant as a change to the original accelerograms, yields a correlation 

factor of 0.2. 
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Figure 3.13 : Correlation factor for initialiy strongly correlated accelerograms 

The suggested rnethod is a simple way of inducing the desired amount of correlation in 

two synthetic accelerograrns, but the exact effect of a low correlation on the response of 

structures solicited by two dimensional accelerograms is not yet clear. Further studies 

should be attempted to assess the exact effect of the low correlation between 

accelerograrns generated by SIMQKE. 

3.8.4 Peak Correlation Factor (PCF) 

The correlation coefficients are computed for the entire record. Many structures that 

could be highly innuenced by the simultaneous application of horizontal and vertical 

accelerations, are sensitive to the occurrence of simuitaneous peaks. In fact, a pair of 

horizontal and vertical accelerograrns, which have a high correlation factor, may not have 

any signincant peaks that occur at the same t h e .  On the other hand a dEerent pair of 

time histories, which present a low correlation factor over the entire record, may have 

three or four significant peaks that occur sixnultaneously, thus inducing greater darnage to 

the structure than a highiy correlated pair. 



It is believed that the vertical accelerations alone are not responsible directly for great 

structural damage, but it is the combined effect of horizontal and vertical accelerations 

that can be cntical for a structure. n i e  following cases illustrate the fact that the most 

important aspect of the two dimensional earthquake excitation is in fact the occurrence of 

peaks in both directions : 

1) When analyzing sliding structures, such as gravity dams for example, the horizontal 

acceleration induces inertia forces that must be resisted by the fiction of the dam- 

foundation interface. A negative (upward) vertical acceleration does not increase the 

horizontai inertia forces. but reduces the weight of the structure, thus reducing the 

resistance to sliding. 

2) When analyzing the shear strength of concrete columns, the effect is similar, since 

vertical accelerations affect the axial load. The concrete contribution to shear is a 

finction of the axial load. When simultaneous horizontal and vertical peaks occur, the 

shear demand may be maximum when the shear strength is decreased by reduction of the 

concrete contribution. 

To asses the importance of the peak simultaneity, a Peak Correlation Factor (PCF) was 

dehed in the following manner : 

0 Normalize both horizontal and vertical accelerograms by their respective PGA 

Run through the horizontal accelerations step by step, and eliminate all the values that 

are below the Peak Limit Acceleration (PLA), by putting them to O. The PLA could be 

dehed as an arbitrary value above which the horizontal acceleration is expected to be 

significant. The PLA could also be defked specificaliy for a structure, for example for 

a sliding stnicture it could represent the criticai acceleration to induce sliding, or a 

fraaion ofit since the presence of the vertical acceleration will reduce it. 



a Once the selection of the significant horizontal accelerations is made, compute the 

product, for each t h e  step, of the horizontal and vertical normalized accelerations. 

The PCF is defined in equation (3-5). 

The procedure to compute the the-history of the PCF is summarized by equations (3 -2) 

through (3.5) : 

[ a h  (dl 
PGAH = [ a h  (dlN and. 

[a" (SI] 
, ,  where 

L W d V  -.. 

- [a, (s)] and [a,(s)] are the horizontal and vertical accelerograms respectively, 

PGAH and PGAV are the horizontal and vertical PGA, 

The index N indicates that the tirne histories have been normaiized to the+ PGA. 

Fors=  1 to S ,  

where s is the tirne s e p  number in the accelerogram, and where S * At = totai duration 

with 

A(t) taken as the t h e  step of the accelerogram. 



[PCF(S)], once the absolute of ali the values is taken, is a S x 1 vector and alI values are 

between O and 1. 

A value of 1 in the vector indicates a simultaneous occurrence of the PGAV and PGAH. 

The PCF offers a more representative parameter to assess the potentid effect of the 

combined two-dimensional , The PCF is not an absolute measure of the effect of the 

combined accelerations on a structure, since a very darnaging horizontal spike could 

occur preciselv when the vertical acceleration is 0' but more of an indicator of the 

possibility of an important combined effect of horizontal and vertical accelerations. 

The PCF is computed in chapter 5 of this study for a number of accelerograrns used in the 

pararneuic analyses, and some cornments on the significance of this parameter on the 

structural response are presented. 



CHAPTER 4 

Effects of Near-Fault Vertical Seismic Accelerations on the Dynamic 

Response of Steel Moment-Resisting Frames 

4.1 Introduction 

Following the January 17, 1994 Northridge, California earthquake, where a number of 

brittle weld fiachires were observed in beam-column connections of more than 100 steel 

moment-resisting fiames, many studies have investigated the possible role played b y the 

high vertical accelerations recorded during this earthquake (Papazoglou et al. 1996, 

Brodenck et al. 1994). In this chapter, the effects of vertical accelerations on the plastic 

hinge formation, the maximum story deflections, the rotational ductility demand, the 

induced strain rate, and the increase in colurnn axial Loads, are investigated for a 6-story 

steel building subjected to near-fault earthquake records typical of the Los Angeles 

region. 

4.2 Descri~tion of analyzed structure 

The 6-story structure studied in this chapter was first designed by Tsai and Popov (1988), 

and modified by Hali (1995). As show in Fig. 1, the structure is rectangular in shape, 

and spans 37 m by 22 m. Lateral loads in the North-South direction are resisted by two 

exterior moment-resisting fiames. The structure is designed accordmg to the 1994 edition 

of the Uniform Building Code (ICBO 1994) for a building in Zone 4 and on soii type S2. 

Design Ioads include 3.8 kPa for dead load on the rooc 4.5 kPa for dead load on the 

floors, a roof Iive load of 1.0 kPa, and a floor live load of 3.8 kPa- In addition to the 



static loads, the masses correspondmg to each node are included in the dynarnic analyses. 

The masses are activated in both the x and y directions, for both the M e  and the 

extemal colurnn representing the effects of the rernaining structure. 

Figure 4.1 : Analyzed stmcture 

The wind loads were calculated assuming a wind speed of 1 13 km/h and an exposure type 

B. The steel grade is assumed to be A36. 

The sections comprishg the beams and columns of the structure are indicated in Figure 

4.1, and their properties are sumrnarized in Table 4- I : 



Table 4-1 : Properties of sections 

A rea 
(mm") 

The 2D analyses were performed using the Ruaumoko nonlinear dynamic analysis 

cornputer program (Carr, 1996). Ody one extenor name was rnodelled since the interior 

fiames were sirnply connected. 



A bilinear inelastic model was introduced to model the rotational hysteretic hinging at 

beam and column ends. Each member was assigned a plastic hhge length of 90% of its 

depth at each end, based on pararnetric analyses that showed that on average such a 

plastic hinge length yields reasonable values of the maximum computed moment at 

section ends. 

A strain hardening ratio of 2 % is used and, as it will be further discussed in the 

paragraph presenting the results, a plastic rotation of 0 = 0.03 rad d e r  which local 

buckling occurs, is considered a failure critena for steel sections. At failure. a value of 

mi,= 1.2 is considered reasonable, and is used here to obtain the strain hardening of 

2 %. Equation (4. L), gives the expression of the strain hardening ratio r, assuming the 

The bilinear model is summarized in Figure 4.2. In this figure, 0.2 Mp represents the 

moment uicrease due to strain hardening whereas 0, is the plastic rotation corresponding 

to failure of the section. 

The sarne equation can be expressed according to maximum plastic curvature by defining 

+p = ûdd. 



(Op = 0.03 rad) 

Figure 4.2 : Bilinear inelastic M 4  model 

Shear deformations in panel zones were ignored, and oniy the response of the bare fiame 

was included. The columns were assumed h e d  at the ground level. A Rayleigh type 

damping of 5% criticai was assigned based on the first two elastic modes of vibration of 

the structure. 

To account for the combined effect of axial loads on the flexurd strength, P-M 

interaction curves, such as defines by the LRFD (1993) code are introduced in the model. 

The curves are built ushg the following equations for the compression area : 



where C is the compressive load C, the compressive axial yield force, M the moment and 

My the yielding moment. The curves intersect at values of moment M = 0.9.Mp and axial 

load C = 0.2 q. 

For the axial tension portion of the interaction curves, a straight line is used, fiom the 

pure axial lirnit to the pure flexurd limit, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

Table 4.2 summarkes the procedure used to generate the P-M interaction curves for each 

section. The value of $ was taken equal to 1.0, since this shidy was more of an 

investigation of probabk seismic behaviour, thus it was not relevant to introduce material 

strength reduction factors. 

The plastic moment Mp, defined by equation ( 4 4 ,  representing the moment necessary to 

plat* the cornplete section when the axial load is zero: 

MP = Z . F y  

where Z is the plastic section modulus, and F, the steel yield strength. 

The plastic moment for ail members are computed with respect to the direction of the 

moment resistant fbmes, using the strong axis properties of the section. For the axial 



direction, both the maximum tensile and compressive loads, corresponding to a complete 

plastifkation of the section are given by equation (4-5). 

Figure 4.3: P-M interaction curve 

IcYI=I T I =  A ~ . F ~  

where, 

C, = compressive yield load of the section, 

Ty = tensile yield strength of the section, 

& = area of section, and 

Fy = steel yield strength. 



Considering these equations, the values of Mp, Cy and Ty are computed for the sections 

used. Results are presented in Table 4-2: 

Rigid end offsets were defined to account for the actuai size o f  the member's 

connections. The actuai yield strength of the steel was taken at 290 MPa. Figure 4.4 

illustrates the procedure used to define the rigid beam and column ends. 

Table 4-2 : Strength tirnits of sections 

Externui Columns 1 Mp (x~d kN- mm) 1 C, and Ty (2 kN) 



Y 

Intersection Node Colurnn-B eam 
Rigid end offset limit 

Figure 4.4 : Rigid end offsets 

The analyses were performed for the total duration of each earthquake record with a 

tirne step increment of 0.002 S. Second order P-A effects were included for both the 

h e  and the interior portion of the structure. Half the building weight, and 0.5 kPa of 

Live load were included in the seismic weights of each level. The gravity Ioad effects 

caused by the interior portion of the building were taken in account by adding an extemal 

6-story column, attached to the main building by hinged connections. At each level, the 

interior weight of the haif the structure was added, as weli as the vertical masses not 

included in the analyzed fkame. 

4.4 Characteristics of mound motions 

Out ofthe 20 groups of accelerograms proposed by the S-AC. steei project (Woodward- 

Clyde. 1997), 5 pairs of the-histories were chosen for the analyses. These accelerograms 

represent near-fault, extreme events, and are used to predict ground motions for a major 

earthquake in the Los Angeles area. 



Horizontal and vertical accelerograrns were used for each group. For ail pairs of 

earthquakes, the vertical spectral acceleration peaks occur at smder period values than 

those of the horizontal spectral acceleration peaks. The fundamental horizontal period of 

the structure wits cornputed at Th =1.3 S, and the vedcal one at TV = 0.09 S. For several 

earthquake records, the spectral ordinates at these periods are significant. Figure 4.5 

shows the spectra of three selected records. Table 4.3 summarizes the characteristics of 

the 5 pairs of earthquake records. The records were selected to rnaximize the spectral 

accelerations at the predomùiant periods of the structure, in both the horizontal, SaH, and 

vertical, S,V, directions. 

Table 4-3 : Characteristics of ground motions. 

b!  c) 

Figure 4.5 : Elastic response spectra (6 =5%): 

a) NF 13, b) NF 21, c) NF 27 emthquake records 
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4.5-1 Maximum floor deflections 

The envelope of maximum horizontal floor deflections is an important parameter when 

assessïng the seismic response of buildings, since excessive deflections may cause loss of 

stability or excessive damage to inter-story elements. Soft aory behaviour can also be 

detected fkom this parameter. 

- WÎch 
Vertical 

-No Vertical 

Mar Defrection (mm) 

Figure 4.6 : Maximum story deflections (NF 21 earthquake) 

As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the peak horizontal deflections were unaf5ected by the 

consideration of the vertical accelerations in the analysis. A maxirnum variation of 1 % 

out if all 5 records was noted, but no significant effect of the vertical accelerations codd 

be found- 

4.5.2 Rotational ductility demand in beams and columns 

The rotationai ductility demand, #, is a good indicator to characterize the seventy of 

damage of a moment-resisting M e .  Suice the major energy dissipating mechanisrn is the 



formation of rotational piastic hînges near the ends of beams and columns, this parameter 

is a direct measure of the structural seisrnic performance. The pararneter ,d can be 

transformed into a plastic rotation by using the geometnc properties of the section. It 

then becornes a fdure criterion. Experhental data indicates that a plastic rotation of the 

order of 0.02 rad to 0.03 rad is sufficient to induce faiiure in beam-column connections. 

The near-fault vertical accelerations were found to play a negligible role on the rotational 

ductility demand of both beams and culurnns (Figure 4.7). This contradicts some 

conclusions reported in the literature (Brodenck et al. 1994), where an increase of LO % 

in rotational ductility demand was attributed to the vertical accelerations. 

Figure 4.7 Rotational ductiiity demand (NF13 ground motion) 

( ) : without vertical accelerations, : plastic hinge ( both directions) 

II) : plastic hinge (one direction) 



4.5.3 Axial loads in columns 

The most important effect brought by vertical acceleration as noted in this study, is the 

increase of  axial loads in columns. Figure 4.8 shows the high eequency and uicrease of 

maximum axial load, which increases to 2400 kN ftom an initial value of 1700 kN, when 

the vertical accelerations are included. In fact for both maximum compressive and tensile 

values, significant increases were attributed directly to  the consideration of vertical 

accelerations in the analyses. As austrated in Figure 4.9, compressive loads were 

increased by 85% on average over the 5 earthquakes for the top middle columns, 

reaching a maximum increase value of 1 15%, for earthquake NF21. where the axial 

compressive load reached 370 kN fiorn an initial value of 170 kN. Tende loads were 

Uicreased by as much as 26.8% on average for top exterior columns. The mean, the 

maximum, and minimum axial Ioad increases for the 5 earthquakes considered are 

summarized in Figure 4.9. 

The (s) 
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Figure 4.8: Column A : axial load tirne-history 



Figure 4.9 : Percentage of increase in axial loads 

Bold numbers : Mean value over 5 records, 

Normal numbers : Max and Min 

The large increases noted for the compressive load of the intenor columns of the fkarne is 

explained by the fact that design loads for these columns are not Uifluenced as much by 

the overturning moments as are the extenor columns. Added to this, the vertically 

accelerated m a s  attributed to the intenor colurnns is larger then that attributed to the 

extenor columns, since the tnbutary area of these columns is much larger. 

The increase in maximum column axial loads is explained by the vibration of bearns due 

to the vertical excitation. In fact, the period of the structure in the vertical direction is 

very close to the periods of large vertical spectral ordinates. The vibrations ïnduced by 

vertical accelerations are at high ftequencies, especially at the beginning of the 

earthquake. As the damage to the structure progresses, the fiequency of vertical 



vibrations is reduced, and in some cases after major yielding of the structure has taken 

place, the effkct of vertical accelerations becomes insi@cmt- 

4.5.4 P-M interaction curves for columas 

The sequence of instantaneous P-M values obtained tiom the analyses Figure 4.10) 

indicate that the large increase in column axial load does not m o d i  significantly the 

structural response, nor does it increase yieiding in the structure. This is expiained by the 

fact that the columns are designed for very large bending moments and have large 

strength reserves in the axial direction. Nevertheless, the large increase in axial loads 

couid lead to senous inadequacies for structurai srstems where members are designed 

m d y  for ~yjd !̂ ad, & fer C Y L ~ ! ~  gh&hmc-d san'rn~res. This c d d  he sserred in 

a Iùrther çhidy. 

.' P M  Interaction 

Figure 4.10 : P-M interaction for column A (see Figure 4.1) 

for NF1 earthquake 



When considering the combined effea of vertical and horizontal accelerations, the 

phasing between these two solicitations rnust be assessed. The high fkequency axial load 

fluctuation, aîtributed mainly to the vertical accelerations, and the bendiig moment 

variation at column and beam ends, attributed mainly to the horizontal accelerations, 

interact through the P-M interaction curves of the section. 

As noted earlier, the rotational ductility demand, is un&ected by the presence of 

vertical accelerations despite the large increases of axial loads (Figure 4. I 1 a). Examining 

more closely a single yielding phase, and plotting the correspondhg tirne-hîstory of the 

axial load, for both analysis cases, with, and without vertical accelerations, we can see 

that the axial load fluctuates at a higher eequency with the vertical acceleration (Figure 

4 1 1 h and F i s r e  4.1 !c). -*o m-eiq vAe cf thP l'n_d !̂ II' th''. p h s e  is 1-d te 

the value of the static Ioad. In fact, d u ~ g  a single flexural yielding phase, the axial Ioad 

osciiiates around the value of the static axial load of 1450 kN, spanning fiom a minimum 

value of 11 50 kN in the first haif of the yielding phase, to a maximum of 1900 kN which 

corresponds to an increase of approximately 30% . 

During the fist portion, where the axial load is decreasing, we see that when vertical 

accelerations are not included, the section starts yielding at a lower moment. Similady, 

during the increase of the axial load in the second portion of the yielding cycle, the 

opposite can be observed; the section is yielding at a lower value for the analysis 

including vertical accelerations. 
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Figure 4.11 : Yielding phase : 

a) Moment time-history, b) Yielding moment peak, c) Corresponding axial load. 
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Considering this, it could be expected that vertical accelerations may be more cntical for 

structures which respond in the horizontal and vertical directions at approximately the 

same fiequency. This phenornenon may be favored by tirne-histories where the 

predominant periods of ground motion in the horizontal and vertical directions are 

similar. 
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4.5.5 Strain rate 

One of the most important characteristics of the high ftequency vertical accelerations, is 

the increase in strain rate. It is weIl known that high strain rates affect the material 

properties of steel, Uicreasing the elastic limit, thus increasing the plastic moment that a 

aven section is able to develop. In classical capacity design approach, weld connections 

are designed according to the plastic moment, which is in fact the maximum theoretical 

moment that they have to cany. The strain rate effect increases the plastic moment. This 

can lead to btïttle hctures in the comection weld, since welds are designed based on 

ultimate strength F u  which is not influenced as much by strain rate effects (and are usudy 

of high strength brittle material). 

To assess the effed of vertical accelerations on this potentiai failure mechanism, strain 

rate the-histories were computed, for typical beam element, by multiplying curvature 

tirne-histories at the beam ends, by the lever arms of the sections (Figure 4-12), and for a 

typical column element by ushg the axial strain time-history (Figure 4.13). With the 

absolute values of the strain rate tirne-history, and using the equation proposed by 

Wakabayashi et al. (1984)- an estimate of the dynamic yield strength, Fyd tirne-histories 

can be caiculated : 

where FN is the dynamic yield strength at a strain rate of I ,  and FF is the quasi-static 

yield strength under a strain rate of É, = 50 x 104 /S. 
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Figure 4.12: Yieid strength, beam B under NF13 earthquake 

(see F iare  4.1) 
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Figure 4.13 : Yield strength, column A under NF 13 earthquake 

(see Figure 4.1) 



Figure 4.12 shows that on average the yield strength is increased £kom 290 MPa to 3 15 

MPa with a maximum value of 320 MPa, which corresponds to a 10 % increase. This 

increase is more important at the beginning of the shaking, when the structure is still in 

the elastic range. In fact for the fmt 2 to 3 seconds, the yield strength is notably high 

when the vertical accelerations are included. Even when only the horizontal acceleration 

is used, high strain rate spikes can be observed. With the vertical acceleration, high strain 

rates are maintaïned constant at high values for a longer period of t h e .  It is thus more 

probable that when a peak horizontally induced solicitation occurs, the steel wiii exhibit a 

higher yield strength, thus favoring brittle weld failure. 

4.5.6 Mid-span beam vertical accelerations and deflections 

Reiu!dr t-ht-hqed eiswer r h ~ w  thir, & h ~ u g h  we-tkd mce!emti~ni bdnre Lmpwtrtnt hmm 

vibrations at rnid-span, they do not signiscantly affect the dernand in rotational ductility 

at the beam-colurnn connections. Nevertheless, important beam vibrations can cause 

important non structural darnage, and can also represent great danger for occupants of 

buildings during earthquakes. 

The excessive deflections, but especially the impressive vertical accelerations felt at mid- 

span especially for the higher stories, could cause human injury, turnbling of fumiture and 

other appliances. 

Figure 4.14 shows the vertical accelerations obtained at mid-span of the 5" story middle 

beam under the NF13 earthquake. We can see that the acceleration reaches a maximum 

value of 1.75 g, and multiple cycles with amplitudes equal to or supenor to the 

gravitational acceleration can be observed during the earthquake. It c m  clearly be 

understood, that such accelerations acting in the upwards direction theoretically cause 

every unattached object to ccfl~at7' for a small amount of t h e .  This seems to offer an 



expianation to why rnany earthquake s u ~ v o r s  report having felt important vertical 

accelerations. 

i 1 , (Bdiriiae beant, 5th Floor) 
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Figure 4.14: Mid-span vertical beam accelerations (NF 13 earthquake) 

Examinuig the beam mid-span deflections shown for the same location in Figure 4.15, we 

see that they do not reach excessive values as could be expected fiom the important 

accelerations that are observed. A maximum beam deflection of 12.5 mm, corresponding 

to a value of W560 was achieved. This is consistent with the fact that the vertical 

accelerations are a high f?equency solicitation, thus yielding smd  displacements. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

Based on the results of inelastic dynamic analyses on a 6-story moment resisting frame 

obtained in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn : 

1) The analyses show that the effect of vertical accelerations on steel moment resisting 

fiames is more important when the structure is responding in the elastic domain. As the 

yielding progresses the effect of vertical accelerations is filtered out, and becomes 

insignificant . 

2) The numencal results obtained in this study show that the effect of vertical 

accelerations on the seisrnic response of moment-resisting frames is negligible in a general 

sense under near-fault ground motions. In fact, the demand in rotational ductility and the 



maximum story deflections, which represent the major indices to assess the seisrnic 

performance of such structures, are not sensitive to vertical accelerations. 

3) Substantial increases in axial loads were directly amibuted to vertical accelerations. 

These increases reached higher values for the interior, top story columns. These axial 

loads did not induce instabsty or yielding problems for the structure, mainly because 

elements are designed for high moments, thus have large strength reserves in the axial 

direction. These increases may represent a cntical factor for other types of structures, like 

for example pinned-braced structures, where the elements work mainiy as truss elements 

and bare larger axial Ioads. 

4) Examini- the yield phases. it is noted that due to the hi& f?equenq of the vertical 

accelerations, the axial load is both siightly increased and diminished during a single 

flexurd yielding phase when the vertical accelerations are included in the analysis. The 

effect of vertical accelerations rnay therefore be more important when the response in the 

vertical and horizontal directions are in phase with similar fiequency content. This 

behaviour could be favored by ground motions with similar predorninant periods in both 

directions. 

5) The vertical accelerations substantially increase the strain rate, consequently increasing 

the probable yield strength of the base matenal, and therefore favoring the occurrence of 

brittle weld failures. 

6) Sigdïcant vertical accelerations of floor bearns were computed during the analyses. 

This would induce serious shaking of occupants, as well as non-structural damage to 

delicate equipment (cornputers, laboratories.. . ). 



CHAPTER 5 

Analysis of a Sliding Structure Subjected to Horizontal and Vertical 

Ground Motion 

5.1 Introduction 

The evaluation of gravity dam safety throughout North Arnenca has sparked great 

interest in the dennition and choice of accelerograms to perform dynarnic analyses. A 

p g î  de& L-jomIa;iori is cv-&&j:s cGficerr&7g thc hGFzGctd cûqo;ie;s pünd 

motions, and guidefines such as those of the ACE (1990) offer engineers computational 

methodologies to estimate the seismic performance of such structures. Nevertheless, 

more recently, a debate has emerged on the importance of vertical accelerations in the 

assessrnent of dam safety. This debate was triggered by the fact that in recent ground 

motion records large vertical accelerations were observed. The main question is weather 

or not the inclusion of vertical accelerations in the analyses is si@cant, and if so how to 

define the vertical response spectrum and related accelerogram. 

h this chapter, dynarnic analyses are performed on a gravity dam a) to determine the 

importance of vertical accelerations in the overall response, b) to evaluate the adequacy 

of vertical ground motions generated by using the method proposed in chapter 3, and c) 

to assess the importance of controlling the correlation between the synt hetic horizontal 

and vertical components when using a multi-directional tirne-history. 



5.2 Definition of analned stmcture 

The structure used in the analyses is a rigid representation of the Paugan Dam. Figure 

S. la shows the original section (adapted from Ghnb et al., 1997), while Figure 5. 1b 

sumrnarizes the modelization used in the analyses along with the computed loads and 

masses. M e r  replacing the openings by an equivalent concrete section, it is 47.6 rn in 

height. The trapezoidal section of the dam is 10.95 m wide at the top and 40.7 m. at the 

base. The reservoir level is 50.6 m above the base of the originai section. Figure 5.1 

shows the equivalent rigid section analyzed. The loads considered in the analyses are the 

dead load, W, the hydrostatic forces acting horizontaily on the upstream face of the dam, 

H, and the uplift force acting at the base of the dam, U. The uplift force was computed 
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10 m downstream to account for the pressure induced by the flow through the opening. 

In addition to these loads, the dam is subjected to seismic inertia forces through 

horizontal and vertical masses. The horizontal and vertical mass of the dam M, computed 

assuming a concrete density of 2300 kg/m3 is 2827.4 k~.s'/rn. In the horizontal direction, 

the added water mass, M, accelerated with the dam is computed using Westergaard's 

approach. Using equation 5-1 proposed by Chopra and Zhang (1991) the added water 

mass is computed as : 

where p is the density of water, and h the upstream water level. 

The effect of the water mass vibrating verticaily due to the reservoir's bottom motion is 

neglected in this study. 



To resist the applied forces, the fiction provided dong the ddounda t ion  interface is 

detennuied by using a fiction angle of # = 45". for both static and dynamic fiction 

coefficients. 

a) original section b) equivalent section 

Figure 5.1 : Paugan Dam 

The mobilized fiction force is computed using the fiee body diagram of the dam and 

balancïng aH forces, when the dam is not sliding. When the dam is siiding, and neglecting 

vertical inertia forces, the mobilized fiction force is taken as the maximum available 

fictionai strength computed fiom: 



Figure 5.1 and Table 5-1 surnmarize the geometric properties, as well as the loads and 

masses of the equivalent section representing Paugan Dam. 

Table 5-1 : Loads and masses (Paugan Dam) 

A first assessrnent of the dam's sensitivity to earthquake induced sliding can be obtained 

by computing the horizontal critical acceleration to initiate sliding without considerhg 

vertical accelerations. 

Considering the vertical acceleration to be O, thus keeping the weight of the dam W 

constant, the critical horizontal acceleration for inducing downstrearn sliding can be 

computed with the following equation : 

which yields a value of%= 0.73 1 m/s2 or 0.0745 g for Paugan dam. 

As will be discussed in the paragraph defining the ground motions, this dam is sensitive to 

sliding when solicited by earthquakes corresponding to the expected horizontal peak 

ground acceleration of 0.25 g, corresponding to a probability of 5. lo4 for the 

geographic location of the dam (Ghrib et al., 1997). 



5.3 Sliding inciuding vertical pround motions 

In the analyses, since the main concem was the assessrnent of the safety with respect to 

sliding, the dam structure was considered as a rigid monolith supported without bond on 

a planar surface. 

Since the study was not predomlliantly to assess the detded response (stresses, 

cracking.. . ) of the dam but more to evaluate the effect of vertical accelerations, only the 

downstream sliding of the dam is considered. Referring to Chopra et ai. (1991), it cm be 

drawn that downstream sliding occurs before upstream siiding and before both 

downstream and upstream tipping for ail comrnon gravity dams. 

Seismic sliding anaiysis using rigid body dynamics ignores the spectral amplification that 

could occur when the ground motion's predominant penod is close to the predominant 

period of the dam. However this approach still yields satisfactory results, giving a good 

idea of the potential sliding that could occur when the dam is solicited by an earthquake. 

The equations developed by Chopra (1991), which consist of treating the problem as a 

time history of pseudo-static responses, is a simple and reliable way to cornpute the 

sliding response of ngid bodies subjected to seismic accelerations. 

The S N  computer program was developed within the scope of this research project to 

assess the downstream sliding of ngid gravity dams under combined horizontal and 

vertical accelerations (Christopoulos 1998). 

The program cornputes at every tirne step the downstream sliding critical acceleration, 

and compares it  with the input seismic acceleration. The weight of the structure fluctuates 



since it is afEected by the vertical seismic accelerations according to equation (54), thus 

yielding a t h e  dependent critical acceleration. 

where a,(t) is the vertical ground acceleration at tirne t. 

Dunng the analyses, an upward vertical acceleration spike exceeding the value of the 

gravitational acceleration g is possible. To avoid numencd instability caused by the 

floating state of the structure, the value of (g+a.,(t)) was Limited to a minimum value of 

0.000001 where g and u t )  are expressed in m/s2. The program SIV then indicates a 

fioating state by a waming to the user. 

As long as the critical downstream sliding acceleration is not exceeded, the dam is 

respondiing in "stick mode7', no sliding is occuning, and the horizontal acceleration of the 

rigid block is equal to the horizontal ground acceleration. When the cntical acceleration, 

at a given tirne step, is exceeded by the horizontal ground acceleration, the rigid block 

starts sliding and the sliding mode is engaged. 

The program does not permit upstrearn sliding, thus sliding can only occur if the 

downstrearn critical acceleration is exceeded, The critical acceleration, G, which 

corresponds to the acceleration at which the soliciting inertia forces added to the 

hydrostatic forces are greater then the available resistance provided by fiction on the 

base surface, can be computed taking in account both components , horizontal and 

vertical. by the following equation : 



When a, is exceeded, the rigid block is in motion, and the following dynamic equation of 

equilibrium must be satisfied at each time step : 

where S is the sliding acceleration of the bloclg Ji& the hydrodynamic forces computed 

using Westergaard's added mass of water, and FR the maxîmurn values of available 

fiction on the dam surface. 

Changing this equation around and introducing the two input parameters a( t)  and &(t). 

respectively the horizontal and vertical ground accelerations, we have : 

A Newmark P = 1/6, linear acceleration step-by-step scheme was used to compute sliding 

velocity and displacements: 

Within a tirne step h, dehited by the initial point with the subscript 0, and the final point 

with the subscript 1, the variation of the sliding acceleration, S , after a t h e  r is obtained 

with the following equation: 



The sliding velocity, S , and sliding displacements, s, are given respectively by equations 

(5-9) a d  (5-10): 

Once sliding is instigated, it will only stop if two conditions are met: 

a) the horizontal acceleration is iderior to the critical acceleration, and 

b) the sliding velocity at the end of a time step is negative. 

When both conditions are met, the rigid body f d s  in stick mode, and a correction is 

added to the previous tirne step displacement. The correction takes in account that during 

a time step where at the end the velocity is computed negative, a certain arnount of 

sliding occurs before the velocity becomes negative. As can be noted in Figure 5.2, the 

amount of siiding that must be added is that which occurs during the ha portion of the 

time step h. 



Figure 5.2 : Correction of displacement 

Referring to equations (5-8), (5-9) and (5-IO), and putting the velocity sa equal to O at 

t h e  ha, wz can express ha in the foliowing manner : 

Defining A as the dope of the acceleration s(t) during the t h e  step h , such as 



the value of sa can be obtained with the foUowhg equation : 

Having established su, the correction to be added to the sliding displacement, s-, can be 

computed with the foliowing equation : 

The program uses the above mentioned procedure to compute the instantaneous, and 

total cumulative sliding of the dam structure. 

The program also cornputes the sliding safety factor, F, dehed in equation (5-15) at 

each times step. The safety factor tirne-history, F&), is another indicator of sliding 

potential during an earthquake. This factor is often preferred to the evaluation of the total 

sliding, because in terms of safety, this factor should always be greater then 1, if sliding is 

to be avoided. It is diaicult, and quite peculiar to interpret what a computed value of total 

sliding displacement could mean in terms of safety of a dam. It is more cornmon to target 

an acceptable safiety factor then an acceptable residual sliding displacement value. 

Computing the position of the resultant of vertical forces at the base of the dam is also a 

good indicator of the stress distribution at the base of the dam. When the resultant is 

centered, it is an indicator of more unifody distributed compressive stresses on the base. 

When the resultant, computed by equilibrium of moments, is moved towards the 



downstream side of the dam during an earthquake, tende stresses could be uu'tiated 

upstrearn promoting crack propagation dong the base. 

To evaluate the effect of vertical accelerations on this safety indicator, the position of the 

resultant, d is computed at each times step. This value, is then normalized by the length 

of the base in such a way that the value varies from -1 when the resultant is at the furthest 

point upstream, to +l when it is at the furthest point downstream, and yields a value of O 

when it is located in the middle of the base, as Uustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3: Position of resultant 

The position of the resultant, d, rneasured nom the upstream corner of the base is 

computed with the following equation for the Paugan Dam : 



Once the distance d is computed, it is transformed as a fiaction of the base, b, and 

expressed with reference to the middle of the base. This transformed position of the 

resultant p, is computed according to equation (5- 17). 

The position of the resultant could be used as an indicator of whether or not the face of 

the dam will experience, during the earthquake, tende stresses at either end. The most 

important measure is the maximum position of the resultant when it is moved 

downstrearn. When it exceeds the rniddle third, tende stresses (crack) develop at the 

upstrearn face. The value corresponding to the rniddle thûd of the base, in tems of 

parameter p defined by equation (5- U), is p = + l/3. Moreover if the position of the 

resultant is outside of the base, important rocking motions could take place, indicating 

potential overtuming instability. 

To assess the correlation of the two components of the ground motion used in the 

analyses, the peak correlation factor (PCF) defined in Chapter 3 is also computed in the 

program, at every time step. On the tirne-history of the PCF, the maximum value, mean 

value, as well as the number of time steps where the PCF is greater then 0.05 are also 

computed. 

A copy of the Turbo Pascal code, of the S N  cornputer program (SIV.pas) is included in 

appendix A. 



5.4 Choice of historical and svnthetic eround motions 

The analyses of the Paugan Dam were performed for two types of ground motions: 

historical records, and synthetic accelerograms. The study focuses mauily on the 

Canadian seismic environment, which consists of two distinct regions with difEerent 

characteristics for Eastern and Western Canada. For each of these regions, six pairs of 

horizontal and vertical historical earthquakes were chosen amongst the records presented 

in Chapter 3 fkom the McMaster data ban .  . For the Eastern region, earthquakes were 

taken from the high alv group, whereas for the western region earthquakes £kom the 

intermediate and low a/v groups were used. 

Synthetic accelerograms were generated using the velocity response spectra compatibility 

option of the SIMQKE (1976) program. At first, the mean horizontal spectrum, for each 

of the two groups, was derived from the historicai accelerograms. These spectra were 

used to generate six horizontal accelerograms for each group. For the vertical synthetic 

motions, three different approaches were used. 

The first one consisted of simply calibrating each horizontal accelerogram by 213 to 

obtain the corresponding vertical accelerogram. The second method consisted of 

reducing the horizontal mean target spectrum by a value of 2/3 and generating, based on 

this reduced spectrum, the corresponding vertical ground motion. The third method 

consisted of perforrning the shift and reduction method developed in Chapter 3, and using 

for each of the groups the values of the reduction factor &, and shift factor Sf denved in 

the statistical analyses of Chapter 3. 



5.4.1 Historical records 

The histoncal records were chosen arnongst the initial McMaster data bank Since the 

horizontal peak ground accelerations (PGAH) were quite scattered, all records were 

scaled to a PGAH of 0.25 g. The vertical accelerograms were scded using the sarne 

scaling factor that brought the PGAH to 0.25 g, thus keeping unchanged the V/H ratio of 

PGA's of the historical records. 

Tables 5-2 and 5-3 summarize the earthquake records chosen for each of the two groups 

(eastem and western). The eastem group records are particular recordings of western 

events that have characteristics typical to the east. This may seem paradoxal. but 

combining the appropriate distance to the source and magnitude, could yield earthquakes 

with high a h  ratio typical of eastern Canada- 

Table 5-2 : Eastern group historical records 

Earthquake 

4 

5 

Date 

3 1110135 1 

2 

3 

6 

Helena Montana 

Nahanni, Cm. 

Oroville, CA 

San Femando 

Parffield. CA 

Location 

Carrol Coiiege 

Lytle Creek 

0910217 1 

27/06/66 

Initial PGAH 
0 

O. 146 

23/12/85 

0 1/08/75 

1 2/09/70 

PGAV (g) 
correspondhg to 
PGAH of 0.25 g 

O. 152 

1.010 

0.084 

inverson 1 

Seism. Station 

Pacoirna Dam 

Tremblor No.2 

0.430 

0.341 

Wrightwood 

1.075 

0.269 

0.165 

O. 123 

0.198 0.090 



Table 5-3: Western group historical records 

1 1 1 Kern County 1 2 1/07/52 

1 2 1 Mexico City 1 19/09/85 

1 3 1 San Femando 1 09/02/71 

4 San Fernando 09/02/7 1 

1 6 1 Mexico City 1 19/09/85 

Location Initiai PGAB 
0 

Taft Linclon 1 O, 179 

3470 Wilshire 1 O. 132 

3550 Wilshire 1 O. 132 

4680 Wilshire 1 0.117 

-- -- 

PGAV (g) 
corresponding to 
PGAH of 0.25 g 

O. 146 

The rnean absolute acceleration spectra were plotted in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 for both 

the horizontal and vertical ground motion components. Comparing with the entire group 

spectra presented in Chapter 3, we c m  see that they rernain quite sirnilar. 

Pe rio d (s) 

Figure 5.4: Eastern group mean acceleration spectra 



Perioti (s) 

Figure 5.5: Western group mean acreleration spectra 

5.4.2 Synthetic records 

5.4 2. I Horizontal Accelerograms 

Six horizontal accelerograms were generated for each group, using the mean spectra 

denved from the historical earthquakes of each group. AU six earthquakes were generated 

fiom the same response spectrum, with the SMQKE (1976) program. Each earthquake 

is unique because the seed number is changed before each generation. 

One of the most sensitive points when generating synthetic ground motion with SIMQKE 

is surely the duration that the user specifies when denning the intensity function. 

SIMQKE is sensitive to short durations on one hand, and on the other hand an effort to 

respect the histoncally observed duration must be made. For the western earthquakes, it 

is much easier to respect both criteria, but for eastern earthquakes, the short durations 

cause some hardship. The dficulty lies in choosîng a duration that does not cause 

numerical problems in the prograrn but is the shortest possible. The method used to attain 



this, is plain trial and error. Afier three iterations, in which the time function was 

changed, and the durations computed and compared with the rnean historical durations. a 

£inal intensity fiindon was chosen. 

Further in this chapter, in Tables 5-10 and 5-1 1, the computed duration indices for both 

groups of earthquakes are presented. 

It is interesting to note here, that during these iterations some observations were made 

concerning the effect of changing the duration of synthetic motion. In fact, two 

phenomena control the effect of the duration on the structural response. The first, is that 

when the duration is reduced, the number of tune steps at which the structure c m  slide is 

redi'ced, I m s t  propnrtiondy to thp reduction nf the r'firatim of s t r ~ n g  mnlon- The 

second, is the fact that the target spectnirn remains unchanged when the duration is 

modified. To respect the same target spectrum, with a shorter duration, implies a greater 

amount of energy in a shorter duration earthquake than a longer one, which in tum will 

increase the amount of siiding occurring in each sliding phase. It is difficult to assess 

which of the two phenomena will have a greater effect on the structural response when 

the duration is changed. Further studies should be done on this aspect. 

Figure 5.6 : Intensity functions for generation of synthetic accelerograms 



The six eastem and six western synthetic horizontal earthquakes are calleci, respectively 

EH1 through EH6, and WH1 through WH6. The rnean spectra for each of the synthetic 

group of time histones are given in cornparison to the historical spectra in Figures 5-7 

and 5-8. 

1 1.5 2 2.5 

P&ud (s) 

Figure 5.7 : Mean horizontal acceleration spectra : historical and synthetic 

eastern group 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Period (s) 

Figure 5.8: Mean horizontai acceleration spectra : historicai and synthetic 

western group 



5.42.2 Vertical component : calibraiion of honiontai time history 

With this procedure each horizontal time history is simply multiplied by 213 to generate a 

vertical accelerogram. Once the vertical accelerograrns are created, two load 

combinations are examined in the analyses : 

a) a horizontal accelerogram with the vertical record that was denved from the sarne 

horizontal accelerogram, and 

b) a horizontal accelerogram combined with a vertical accelerograrn denved fiorn a 

different horizontal accelerogram taken from the same group of earthquakes. 

5.42- 3 Vertical component : rediction of horizontal spechum ( r d c e d  on&) 

This method of generation, which is also the most commonly used in practice, consists of 

calibrating the horizontal response spectmm to two thirds of its vaiue to obtain the 

vertical spectmm. Once the vertical target spectrum is defined, the same procedure of 

generation with SIMQKE (1976) is used to generate the tirne-histones. The value of 2/3 

is used because it is the most comrnonly accepted ratio of V/H peak ground accelerations. 

Although this rnethod takes into account the lower values of vertical accelerations 

compared to the horizontal ones, it does not consider the difEerence in frequency content. 

5.42- 4 Vertical component : shift und reduced rnethod 

The method used to generate the vertical spectmm is based on the statistical analyses 

presented in chapter 3. This method uses a reduction factor and a shifi factor on the 

horizontal spectrum to generate the vertical one. In this approach, the fiequency content 

of the vertical spectrum is shified towards the higher eequencies. 

Figures 5-9 and 5-10 present for each group of earthquakes a cornparison of the venical 

spectra generated according to the above described methods (a. pondering the horizontal 

accelerograrn, b. reducing the horizontal spectrum to obtain the vertical one, then 



generathg, and a. reducing and shaang the horizontal spectnim to obtain the vertical 

one, then genefating) with the vertical target spectra. 

0.5 

A - Pondered 

- Reduced On& t 

- Shzjkd and Reduced 

V 1 1 1 I I 1 
-- 

O 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Period (s) 

Figure 5.9 : Mean vertical spectrs, for three methods of generation compared to the 

historical s p e c t ~ m ,  for eastern group 

- Reduced OnZv 1 
k \ - ShiM and ~educed  1 

- Pondered Accelerogr 
# 

- Target Specfrum 

O 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Period (s) 

Figure 5.10 : Mean vertical spectra, for three methods of generntioi compared to 

the historical spectmm, for western group 



From the results we c m  see that the shifted and reduced method is the one that yields the 

best approximation of the histoncal target spectrum. We can see that the shift factor 

forces the synthetic spectrum to fit the lower penod spectral peaks that characterize 

vertical acceIerations. The difference is more notable for the westem group, since the 

westem group horizontal predominant period is higher then the predominant penod 

corresponding to the eastern group. We can see that the two fhst methods, the calibration 

method and the reduced only method yield a substantidy overestbate the target 

spectrum for the westem group. 

5.5 Results 

5.5-1 Description of results 

As descnbed in section 5.3, the S N  program cornputes instant sliding, total sliding, 

safety factor against sliding (tirne-history), position of resulting base force (time-history), 

as well as the tirne-history of the peak correlation factor (PCF). From these results, the 

minimum value of the safety factor is determined. This sliding safety factor is then 

compared with a sliding safety factor computed using a pseudo-static approach based on 

equation (5.15), where and a, are directly specified as a fi indon of the PGAH and 

PGAV to avoid any time history calculation. For the PCF, the average over the 

accelerogram, the maxirnum value, as well as the number of time steps where it exceeds a 

predetennined value, chosen at 0.05 in this study, are computed. 

The synthetic ground motion results are mostly used to evaluate the accuracy of different 

generation methods. They are also used to determine important factors and critena that 

must be met to consider the synthetic ground motion as representative of a red 

earthquake bi-directional ground motion. 



5.5.2 Historica1 earthquakes 

5.5.2.1 Totai SIiding 
A comparison of the total sliding induced to the dam when only the horizontal ground 

motion is used, shows that for the westem group historical earthquakes the value is 

much larger then for the eastem earthquakes. This is due to the difference in fiequency 

content between the eastem, higher fkequencies, and western, lower fkequencies 

characteristics as well as the difference in duration. In fact, it has been s h o w  by 

numerical analyses and experimental shake table tests (Tinawi et al. 1998) that the siiding 

is infiuenced more by the duration of acceleration pulses, which is directly related to the 
&-ri. .a--* rirrrr+rrrr+ +Ln- Lrr +Le nt2 A UbYUbl lbJ  b U I l L C i l l L ,  L L l U l l  Ur L I L G  L U a  

The authors report that for some cases analyzed an acceleration pulse 5 times longer 

causes a total sliding 25 t h e s  larger, for the same PGA A comparison is also made 

between eastem and western North Arnerican (ENA, WNA) earthquakes. The authors 

concluded that for a same value of PGA a vdue of total sliding three to four tirnes 

greater is expected for the WNA earthquakes. 

In fact, the mean value of the total sliding for Paugan dam, as computed in this project, 

for the eastem group (horizontal excitation), is 11.65 mm, whereas for the westem group 

it is 71.04 mm. This represents a total sliding 6 times larger for the western group, and 

this. with the sarne PGA of 0.25 g. The results presented in Tables 5-4 and 5-5, also show 

that the total sliding is substantiaiiy influenced by the presence of the vertical acceleration 

in the analyses for both groups. 

Exarnining the total sliding results with vertical accelerations, for both groups, we 

note once more that the value is much larger for the western group. For the westem 



group, the increase induced by vertical accelerations is smaiier, since the mean total 

sliding reaches a value of 88.0 1 mm as compared to a value of 71 -04 mm when the 

vertical component was omitted, representing a 24 % increase. For the eastem group, the 

total sliding reaches a value of 22.10 mm when the vertical accelerations are included, as 

compared to a value of 11.65 mm when the vertical component was omitted, which 

counts for an increase of 89 %. 

The difference between the groups in the total sliding displacements increase due to the 

inclusion of the vertical excitation, cm be explained by two physical phenomena that 

consider the simultaneous character of the bi-directional input : 

a\ In t h e  nactrrn g c c ~ ,  m ~ ~ i s ~  hnfh (Ir&nn, hiit s p e r ~ ~ ~ y  bA fip *&I-IJ ,, Y- --a" -.w--.... 

one, is at a higher frequency than that of the western group. This creates a " a Qoating 

state", which numerically represents the hi& fiequency at which the weight of the 

structure is relieved, thus increasing the nurnber of occurrences where sliding could be 

instigated. Physicaily this could be compared to the state at which an objed placed on 

a home appliance machine, vibrating at a high fiequency would loose al1 fnction at the 

contact suface and slowly start sliding. Moreover, when the frequency content of both 

motions is very similar, the probability that both solicitations wiil be in phase is 

greater, which can lead to larger sliding displacements attributed directly to the 

presence of the vertical acceleration. This point is more thoroughly brought to light in 

a subsequent paragraph. The difference between the reduced (only) spectrum method, 

which yields horizontal and vertical time-histories wit h sirnilar fi-equency content, and 

the shifted and reduced spectrum method which accounts for the vertical 

acceleration's higher fiequency content, are compared with the synthetic ground 

motions. 



b) the PGAV, is greater for the eastem group then the western group since the reduction 

factor, &, derived nom the statisticai analyses of Chapter 3, is equal to  0.8 for the 

high a/v group, and only 0.55 for the intermediate and low groups. 

Figures 5-1 1 and 5-12 show the total stiding displacements with and without vertical 

accelerations accumulated during the earthquake, respectively for the Parffield (1966) 

California record at Trembler, typical of the eastem group, and the San Fernando (1971) 

California record at 3470 Wilshire, typical of the western group. The cumulative sliding 

displacement responses indicate that the vertical accelerations increase sliding by a) 

increasing the number of  sliding events, and b) by increasing the magnitude of sliding 

displacements within a sliding events that are aiready present without the vertical 

accelerations. 

Figure 5.11 : Total sliding for ParkfieId (1966) record (eastern group) 
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Figure 5.12 : Total sliding for San Fernando record (western group) 

5.5.2.2 Safety factor aguinst slid»g Fs 

From siidhg the safety factor tirne-history computed by the program, the minimum values 

for each earthquake are presented in Tables 5-4 and 5-5. On average the safety factor 

decreases by 21% for the eastem group, and by 5 % for the western group when the 

vertical accelerations are included. 

For the individual records, the safety factor was found to decrease by as much as 60 % 

for the Nahanni record, in the eastern group, and by as much as 14 % for the 3470 

Wilshire record, in the westem group. Figure 5.13 shows an example of safety factor 

the-history. 
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- 1,  Structure is sliddzng 
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I 

M k  (with Vert.) = 0.395 
M n  (no Vert.) = 0.680 

figure 5.13 : Safety Factor time-history for Oroville record 

One of the objectives of this study was to assess the widely used 3 0  % "rule of thumb7' 

c o n c e h g  the combination of horizontal and vertical earthquake induced forces when 

performing pseudo-static safety factor caicuIations. In practice, engineers combine 100% 

of the maximum horizontal force with 30% of the maximum vertical force, to account for 

the fact that the PGA in both directions cannot occur at the same time. 

Using the horizontal PGA of 0.25g and the vertical PGA corresponding to each 

earthquake, the pseudo-static safety factors were computed using the 30% rule. TWO 

sliding safety factors were computed, Fsi and Fn: 

a) Fsi is computed using 100% Horizontal (PGAH) with 30% Vertical (PGAV) 

b) F s ~  is computed using 100% Vertical (PGAH) with 30% Horizontal (PGAH) 



As reported in Tables 5-4 and 5-5, the sliding safety factor Fsl using the 30% rule yields 

satisfactory results. It seems to correspond quite weli to the lowest safety factor 

o c c u ~ g  during the tirne-histories, as computed with the prograrn. 

For the eastem group, the mean, over the six earthquakes of the lowest value of the 

stiding safety factor is 0.58, whereas the mean pseudo-static Fsi value is 0.60. For the 

western group, the mean value of the lowest sliding safety factor obtained fkom the time- 

histones is 0.69 compared to the mean FsL value of  0.64. The total slidkg displacements 

for the westem group is four times larger then the total sliding in the eastem group. 

However, when considering the analyses with the vertical component, the mean lowest 

slidmg safety factor for the eastern group is only 16 % smder then the mean lowest 

sztety fzct~r  cf the westeni p ~ p .  This strengthens the ide% that it is ncit necesady rha 

maximum acceleration value, which takes place once during the record, that has a 

signiticant meaning to induce large sliding displacements. It is more the duration of the 

pulses as weii as the number of pulses above a critical value that affect the magnitude of 

residual displacements. 

Exarnining the values of FS2, we note that for the eastern group this safety factor is very 

close to the FsL factor, and in some cases is even less. For the westem group. the F= 

factor is on average 25% greater then the Fsi factor, and does not control the pseudo- 

static calculation. These results are consistent with the idea that the vertical accelerations 

play a more important role in the sliding response in eastem type ground motions. 

Based on this evidence, it is suggested that both Fsi and Fs2 factors be computed when 

determining the safety factor against sliding for structures in Eastern North Amenca. 

It is also common in practice to use the sliding safety factor as a design criterion instead 

of computing the total sliding. In fact it is quite incongrnous to speak of large dams 



where safiety issues are very sensitive, by r e f e h g  to a probable total displacement. The 

computed displacements are simply indicators of the degree of safety of the dam, since it 

is stdl far fiom being clear what an acceptable total sfiding is. The moa common 

approach consists of establishing an acceptable siiding safety factor, usudy above 1, and 

strengthening the structure to meet this critenon. Nonetheless, one must be aware of the 

tàct that the design ground motion, with its subjectively related return penod, can well be 

exceeded, even by 3 tirnes the PGA value accordiig to Heidebrecht (1992). In such case, 

it is complementary to treat the safety against sliding by estimating the total sliding 

displacement. This approach accounts for the seismic characteristics of the region, i.e. 

eequency content, VlH ratio and duration, as weil as the prociivity of the dam to sliding. 

Table 5-4 : Total süding displacements and safety factor for eastern group 

Quake No Vert Witlt Vert % incr. No Vert W& Vert % decrease 

Helen 0.00675 0.0 1583 134.5 0.775 0,734 5.29 

Table 5-5 : Total sliding displacements and safety factors for western group 

Total SCiding &spL (m) 
No Vmf Wh Vert %incr. 

0.03205 0.04478 39.7 
0.06442 0.07603 18.0 
0.05975 0.08535 42.8 
0.0572 1 0.07395 29.3 
0.16270 0.18448 13.4 
0.050 13 0.06346 26-6 

0.07 104 0.0880 1 23 -9 

No Vert W& Vért % decrease 

0.739 0.649 12. 18 
0.770 0.784 -1.82 
0.775 0.667 13.94 
0.683 0.64 1 6.15 
0.696 0.66 1 5.03 
0,683 0.739 -8.20 

0.724 0,690 4.72 



5.5.2-3 Position of resulfanî 

Table 5-6 shows the maximum and minimum positions of the resultant at the base of the 

dam for both groups of earthquakes. 

The middle third is exceeded in the downstream direction (+), for all of the earthquake 

records when the vertical accelerations are omitted tiom the analyses for both earthquake 

groups. In the upstream direction, the position of the resultant is not detrimental to the 

structurai behaviour, since the horizontal hydrostatic forces limit the possibility of 

inducing tende stresses in the downstream portion of the base. 

. . . . Fm the v:e.+err? ezrtkq-L+ pq, the zLrerzge sf the z x & ~ x i  ~ Û S ~ Z V C  Pû~Siûii  ûf :ha 

resultant is 0.87, whereas it is 0.85 1 for the eastem earthquake group. When the vertical 

accelerations are included in the analyses, the maximum position of the resultant in the 

downstream direction (+) is increased, to 0.922 for the western earthquake group, and 

1.3 12 for the eastem earthquake group. The vertical accelerations seem to play a more 

important role in the eastern earthquake group. 

Table 5-6 : Position of Resultant (-l,+l) 

EASTERN GROUP RN GROUP 
Mm: hi- 
Mo V with V 
0.840 0.991 
0.788 0.757 
0.779 0.952 
0.946 1.010 
0.919 0.984 
0.946 0,835 

Quake 

Helen 
Nahan 
Oroville 
PacDam 
T m b l o r  
Wright. 
AVEU. 

&fin Min with 
No v v 

4.321 -0.319 
4.321 -0.319 
-0.321 -.O324 
4.246 -0.235 
4,321 -0.323 
-0.137 -0,143 

Max ,1/fizx hiin Min 
No V with V No V with V 
0.780 0.839 -0.321 -0.321 
0.946 2.440 4.148 4.167 
0.934 L.855 -0.284 -0.287 
0.773 0,996 4.321 4.321 
0.946 0.975 -0.217 -0.224 
0.724 0.763 -0.321 -0.322 

0.851 1.312 4.269 -0.273 



Values equai or superior to one, are indicators of potentiai rocking motions that can 

cause overturning instability. However, the peak values of the position of the resultant on 

the base of the dam are ody reached for very short periods of time, and destructive 

displacements are unlikely to be mobiiized. 

It is also interesting to note that the static resultant of the base reaction is located 

approximately at a value of + 1/3 corresponding to the downstream rniddle third Iimit of 

the kem, 

5 -5 -2.4 Horizontal- Vertical Interaction and Peak Correlation Factor 

Three indicators obtained firom the time history of the PCF were examined. The average 

value over the whole earthquake, the maximum value, and the number of t h e  steps 

where the PCF exceeded the value 0.05. 

Examining these values for each group in tables 5.7 and 5.8, we cm see that the average 

value of the PCF is greater for the earthquakes in the western group than the eastem 

group. The total duration of the historical records is used in computing the PCF. 

Considering that many records present very Iow accelerations for periods of time at the 

beginning and at the end of the earthquake, it can be inferred that the insignificant 

accelerations padding the strong motion at the start and end of the accelerogram, 

influence the average correlation for the whole historbl record. This renders the 

correlation measure meaningless for the few seconds of strong shaking where the 

structural damage wili occur. Nonetheless, this parameter will fùrther be discussed when 



anaiyzing results fiom analysis with synthetic earthquakes, where the duration is identicai 

for all records. It must be pointed out at this stage, that the PCF was initiaily defined to 

assess the 30% ' ' d e  of thumb" when combining the horizontal and vertical acceIerations. 

Considering that a value of the PCF equai to 1 implies the sirnultaneous occurrence of the 

horizontal and vertical PGA. In the sarne way, a value of 0.3 or 30% represents the 

occurrence of 30% of the vertical PGA when the horizontal PGA is reached or vice- 

versa, To a certain extent, it could be assumed that above a certain level of vertical and 

horizontal accelerations, the sliding effect induced on the structure by two combinations 

of horizontal and vertical accelerations having the same PCF could be somehow similar. 

Figure 5.14 presents the curve defining the critical sliding accelerations. The cntical 

sliding acceleration varies fiom a value of &et = 0.072 g when only the horizontal 

acçeleratinn ir cnnsidered, to a vdue of V,+ = O.ln8 g, vdm only the vertic- 

acceleration is considered, for the case study of the Paugan dam. It must be noted that 

sliding can occur with a vertical acceleration above 0.108 g without any horizontal 

acceleration ! The average PGAV is approximately 0.16 g for the historical records 

considered, when calibrated for a PGAH of 0.25 g. It can be seen that the importance of 

the effect of the vertical accelerations could have been foreseen on such a plot. 

Cn'tical acceieration curve 

Stick Mode 

O 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 O. 1 0.12 

Vertical Acceferation Igl 

Figure 5.14: Criticai sliding acceleration (V-H interaction) 



To understand the meaning of the PCF, we cm plot curves of equal PCF values or "ISO- 

PCF " curves in reference to the critical acceleration curve presented in Figure 5 -  14. 

Figure 5.15 shows that as the PCF cut-off tirnit is increasing, the distance fiom the critical 

acceleration curve is dso increasing dong with the potentiai sliding energy transrnitted to 

the structure- The curve corresponding to a PCF cut-off vaiue of 0.05 seems to best 

correspond the a criterion above which the combined effect of horizontal and vertical 

accelerations on the structure may have a significant effect. 

L -  r i \  \ \  - Critical accderaf Ïon m e  
PCF = O. 15 

1 I - PCF=O. IO 

O 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 

Vertical Accelmation (g;) 

Figure 5.15 : "ISO-PCF curves 

Considering this, it was decided to compute the number of time steps for each 

accelerograrn where the PCF is superior to 0.05 as an indicator of the combined effect of 

vertical and horizontal accelerations on the sliding response of the dam. Looking at Table 

5-7 and Table 5-8, for both earthquake groups, the average of the maximum vdue of the 

PCF is close to 0.5, which could be due to a combination of 100% of the horizontal PGA 

with 50% of the vertical one or an equivalent combination. 



The number of t h e  steps where the PCF is superior to 0.05, indicates the dserence 

between the eastem and western groups. The mean value is 84 for the east and reaches 

446 for the west. This is an indicator, before even running the sliding analysis of the 

potentiai effect of a combined horizontal and vertical accelerogram on the sliding 

response of an earthquake. 

It must be noted that while the PCF is quite difEerent between the eastern and western 

group of earthquakes, the classic correlation indicator, for exarnple the cosine of the 

angle 0 between the horizontal and vertical accelerograms remains approximately the 

same for both groups, at a value close to 0.2. 

Table 5-7 : Statistics on the PCF (eastern group) 

Peak CorreMon Factor 

Helen 
Nahan 
OroviIIe 
PacDam 
Tremblor 

Table 5-8 : Statistics on the PCF (western group) 

Occurrences 
> 0.05 

88 
26 
91 
140 
56 

Average 

0.0030 
0.0025 
0.0169 
0.0078 
0.0042 

Wright. 
AVER 

Peak CorreCafiort- Factor . 

Mrrx: 

0.538 1 
0.385 1 
0.6967 
0.4874 
0.3600 

AVER 

0.0 108 

0.008 

Occurrences 

0.6478 

0.5192 

104 

84.2 



5.5.3 Synthetic earthquakes 

5.5.3.1 Horizontal earthquhs on& 

Table 5-9 indicates that the synthetic records for the eastern group yield residual sliding 

displacements very similar to those obtained with the historical records corresponding the 

same group. However, the western group synthetic records give sliding displacements 

that are not at ail comparable with the historical records of the same group. The spectrurn 

compatibility of synthetic records is satisfactory for the western group. However, the 

sliding of the dam is entirely a non-linear phenomenon. To better assess the 

characteristics of the synthetic accelerograms, the predomuiant period, the root mean 

square of the accelerograrn (RMSA), and the Arias intensity, were computed for the 

synthetic records and compared to the historicai records. 

Table 5-9 : Synthetic earthquake results (horizontal only) 

(sliding in meters) 

Eastern Group 1 Western Group 
Quake 

EHI 

Tables 5-10 and 5-1 1 present the values of these indices for the eastem and western 

groups, respectively. 

AVER 
Historical 

For the eastem group ail the indices are reasonably close to the historical values. It could 

be concluded that the ENA synthetic motions are quite representative of the histoncd 

H alone 
0-0 1 102 

0.01207 
0.01165 

Quake 
W H I  

H alone 
O. 1 1479 

AVER 
EIistorical 

O. 14286 
0.07104 



accelerograms. For the western group (Table 5-1 I), it is quite evident that although 

spectrum compatibiiity has been achieved, the generated motions have dinerent 

charactenstics. The predominant penod is much lower for the synthetic accelerograms 

than for the histoncal accelerograrns. It is in fact quite close to the predominant penod 

correspondhg to the eastern group motion. Added to this, the Arias intensity and the 

RMS A are much higher for the western synthetic records than for the historical ones. 

Table 5-10 : Characteristics of ground motions for eastern earthquake group 

(PGAH = 0.25 g) 

Time of Occurrence of PGA (s) 
Mc Cam-Shaw duration (s) 
Bracketted duration (s) 
Tribac (s) 
Hudser (s) 
Predominant period (s) 

RJAsA (gl 
Arias intensity (g'.s) 

Table 5-11 : Characteristics of ground motions for western earthquake group 

(PGAH = 0.25 g) 

ITime of Occurrence of PGA (s) 
IMc Cam-Shaw duration (s) 
i~racketted duration (s) 
iTnfiinac (s) 
Hudser (s) 
Predominmt penod (s) 

RMSA (g) 
Arias Intensity ( 2 - s )  



Figure 5.16 shows an exarnple of western synthetic and horizontal accelerograrns. These 

are quite dEerent in fkequency content, and also in energy content, since the synthetic 

record has more peaks near the PGA value then the historical record. A good elastic 

spectrum compatibility does not necessarily yield the detailed acceleration pulse's same 

characteristics. For historical records, one or two major acceleration pulses can dictate 

the whole response of a structural system in terms of maxima. The spectrum being a 

measure of elastic maximum accelerations at dserent periods for a single DOF system, a 

single important pulse at a particular predominant penod can greatly infiuence the shape 

of the spectrum. 

The s)mthetic e~.rt!qI?LPs, de+& FrOz 2 s t L : g f i q  ~ m c e s q  se- tc he xorr e v d ~ ~  J 

distnbuted events, large accelerations more frequentiy encountered. In fact, the effect 

caused by a single acceleration pulse in a historical record, will be attained in a synthetic 

record by spreading out this effect dong the whole record, either by dynarnic 

amplification (frequency content) or increase of amplitudes. The spectrum compatibility 

criterion is a necessary one, but not always sufficient to ensure the reliability of stmctural 

response, specialiy for nonlinear sliding systems. 

In Figure 5.17, we cm clearly see that the sliding is evenly distributed over the length of 

the record for the synthetic accelerogra whereas it is concentrated in three major 

sliding events for the historical record. This concurs with what was discussed earlier, that 

the historical records are dominated and greatly infiuenced by a low number of important 

acceleration pulses. 



Figure 5.16 : Synthetic versus historical ground motions for western group 

a) accelerogram for WH1 synthetic record; b) accelerograrn for Tafk Lincoln record; 
c) respective acceleration spectra. 

1 - S'yntheiic record 

t - Historical record # 

O 5 10 15 20 

Time (s) 

Figure 5.17 : Cornparison of cumulated sliding displacements for western records 

( synthetic vs historical) 



Considering this, and considering the drastic effed that the characteristics of the synthetic 

motions have on the sliding response of the analyzed structure, it is quite dficult to draw 

solid conclusions on the effect of the vertical ground excitation on the structural 

behaviour. However for the eastem earthquake group, where the synthetic motions are 

much more reliable in terms of similadies to the historical motion characteristics, the 

different generating methods for the vertical ground motions can be compared more 

reliably. 

5.5.3.2 Vertical component 

Table 5-12 indicates that the eastem vertical components for the three synthetic 

acce!er~samc generzticn m-&& hcreae th.- tot- sE&g & i ~ ! z c ~ ~ z ~  k&& tc the 

dam. 

Table 5-12 : Total sliding eastern synthetic records (with vertical) 

method reduced 3: shift and reduced 
* rnean historical records resuits (Table 5-4) - (K alone): 0.0 1165 m; (H+V): 0.02210 m. 



Table 5-13 : Total sliding western synthetic records (with vertical) 

I I I m 1 

AYER 1 0.14286 1 0.35303 1 0.18775 1 0.17540 1 31.81 1 23-99 

1- method 1 : pondering of H; 2-method 2: reduced H spectrums 3-method 3: shift and reduced H spectnun 
* mean hhtoriral rrc&ds results (Table 5-5) - (H dine): 0.07104 m; (H+V): 0.0880 1 m. 

The results are presented for both groups of earthquakes, but the eastem results are 

fiirther andyzed because they are more representative and realistic as previously 

discussed. 

Using the horizontal accelerogram calibrated at 213 (HV method) to approximate the 

vertical component is totally unreaiistic and unrepresentative of the real interaction of 

horizontal and vertical seisrnic accelerations. The perfect correlation between the two 

accelerograrns yields an exaggerated effect of the vertical accelerations. The mean total 

sliding displacements computed using this approximation of the vertical component is 

78.43 mm, where for the histoncal record the mean total sliding displacements was 22.10 

mm for the eastem group (Table 54). 

For eastem records, the shifted and reduced method (H +RS) yields slightly better results 

then the reduced only method (H+R), if the comparison is made with the historical 

result s, presented earlier. However both methods slight ly underestimate the effect of the 

vertical accelerations in comparison to the results computed with the histoncal records. 

Nonetheless, it could be concluded that the diîference is not of major importance, since 

the results are very close considering the degree of precision of the calculations and the 

simpl@ing hypotheses required to compute sliding displacements. It May not seem 



justifiable, considering the computational effort that is implied, to use the shifted and 

reduced method, based on the total sliding displacement results. It must be pointed out 

that although the final residual sliding displacernent may be sirnilar, the time-histos, of the 

dam motion is much closer to the historical one if the shifted and reduced method is used 

instead of the reduced only method. 

It must be reminded that the calculations were penormed assuming a ngid block mode1 of 

the sliding structure. When performing the shift method the spectrum peak is shifted to 

shorter penods, to account for the higher fiequency characteristics of vertical 

accelerations. It could be expected that, considering the short natural period of the dam 

structure in the vertical direction, a more important dynamic amplification could occur for 

th-  CLIC^_- This eff'ifi maJd hp ye!ii!y &ECW~~ '!y &XifpA_ \p-t-pJ 

accelerogram. This needs to be investigated fùrther for flexible structurai systems. 

5.5.3.3 SZiding Safeîy factor 

Table 5-14 and Table 5-15 indicate that the sliding safety factors are slightly 

overestimated for the eastern earthquake group when the vertical accelerations are 

included, and slightiy underestimated for the western group. As noted in the previous 

paragraph, the 30% combination rule used in the context of pseudo-static calculations is a 

good estimation of the minimum sliding safety factor denved fiom the-history 

calculations. 

It is interesting to note that for the western earthquake group, where the total sliding 

displacements were found to be highly overestimated by the synthetic records, the 

synthetic and historical sliding safety factors are quite similar. 



Table 5-14 : Sliding safety factor ( eastern earthquake group) 

Average 

Average(HIST) 

Table 5-15 : Sliding safety factor ( western earthquake group) 

Average (30%) 

For the synthetic records, the minimum, or close to minimum sliding safety factors might 

be occurring much more frequently dunng the whole span of the record, as compared to 

values denved from the historical records. For histoncal records, low safety factors occur 

only a few times during the record. This could be noticed, in Figure 5.16, by inspection of 

a historical and a synthetic accelerogram for the western group. 

0.721 

0.736 

FS1 1 0.605 
FS2 1 0.618 , 

0.682 

0.581 

0.697 

0.581 

5.3 11 

21.01 

3.077 

21.01 



5.5.3.4 Positon of remltmit 

Tables 5-16 and 5-17 show the position of the resultant on the dam base, computed for 

the three methods used to generate the vertical component of ground motion. 

The maximum position of the resultant under only synthetic horizontal motion, is identical 

to the average position of the resultant computed for the historical accelerograms. This 

result is due to the fact that both historical and synthetic accelerograms were calibrated 

for a PGAH of 0.25 g. 

Consistent with previously reached concIusions, it is evident that the ponderation of the 

horizontal accelerogram method of generating the vertical component of ground motion 

(KV) is unacceptable. The average maximum position of the resultant reaches a value of 

1.4373 for the eastem earthquake group for the HV method, white the histoncal 

accelerograms yielded average values of oniy 0.922. The "perfect" correlation between 

the two components, as mentioned previously in this study, induce unredistic responses 

for aII parameters examined. 

It is dso show in these results that the shifted and reduced method yields results that are 

slightly closer then the historical records response. However, the dEerence being so 

small, both results are considered good approximations of the historicd response. Similar 

conclusions on the different generation methods can be reached when looking at the 

results for the westem earthquake group (Table 5-17). Nonetheless, as previously stated, 

a substantial dinerence exists between the results obtained with the synthetic records and 

the historicd records for the western earthquake group. The reasons for this difference is 

stated earlier in this chapter. 



Table 5-16 : Relative position of resultant (eastern earthquake group) 

position of Resultunt (-I;+I) 
~ax imu / rom cornputeci tinte-history 1 

Average 0.8768 1.4373 0.9482 0.9 166 
Average (HIST) 0.8700 0.9220 0.9220 0.9220 

Table 5-17: Relative position of resultant (western earthquake group) 

e u a h  

HI 
HZ 
H3 
H' 
H5 
H6 

Average 0.9363 1.3992 1.0601 1.0 186 
Average (HIST) 0.85 10 1.3 120 1.3 120 1.3 120 

P osiaion of Resuliant 61;+I) 
maximafi.orn computed tirne-history 

Halone KV W + R  H + R S  

0.8867 
0.9462 
0.9462 
0.9462 
0.9462 
0,9462 

1.3 197 
1.4681 
1.468 1 
1.4681 
1.2030 
1.468 1 

0.9759 
1.1191 
1.1254 
1.1300 
1.0071 
1.0030 

0.9993 
1.054 1 
0.988 1 
0.9632 
0.977 L 
1.1297 



CHAPTER 6 

ConcIusion 

Ln this present study, related to the incidence of vertical seismic excitations on the 

structural response of civit engineering stnichires, three major research axes were 

considered: a) the characteristics of the vertical earthquake component, b) the effect of 

vertical accelerations on steel moment-resisting fiames, and c) the effect of vertical 

At first, a review of previously published work on vertical seismic accelerations covenng 

a) the seismological aspect, b) historical evidences, c) experirnental evidences, d) 

numencal evidences, and e) code practice, is presented. 

The study on the characteristics of the vertical accelerations was perfomed on a senes of 

histoncal accelerograms that were subdivided accordkg to the NBCC (1995) definition 

of the a h  ratio. This ratio of the peak ground acceleration, a, expressed in g, over the 

peak ground velocity, v,, expressed in m/s, is a measure of the fiequency content of the 

excitation. A high ah value is representative of eastem North American ground motions, 

whereas the low and intermediate values of this ratio represent western North American 

events. On these series of histoncal accelerograms, indices such as different measures of 

duration, predorninant penod, as well as spectral ordinates were computed and 

compared. Based on these results, a method consisting of shifting and reducing the 

horizontal spectrurn to obtain the vertical one was proposed. - 



The non-Iinear analyses on a 6-story steel moment-resisting f h n e  structure were 

performed for earthquakes typicd of near-fault Californian ground motions. Special 

attention was given on determinhg the effect of the vextical excitation on the rotational 

ductility demand, but other response parameters, such as the increase in the axial load and 

the strain rate effects were also examined. 

The effect of the vertical accelerations on the sliding response of gravity dams was 

approached by a case study of the Paugan dam (50 m), subjected to historical and 

synthetic records typical of eastern and western earthquakes. The synthetic horizontal 

accelerograms were generated based on the mean acceleration response spectra of the 

historical earthquakes, whereas the vertical synthetic accelerograms were generated with 

three cii.rtina meth&. The fi19 m a h ~ d  r~nsiaec! Lc shp!y c . A h ~ ~ i ~ g  t!!e hnri-nntd 

accelerogram by a value of 2/3. The second method consisted in calibrating the horizontal 

spearurn to obtain the vertical one, then generating the vertical accelerogram, and the 

thud consisted in s W i g  and reducing the horizontal spectrum to obtain the vertical one 

before generating the vertical accelerograrn. The analyses were performed with a 

computer program developed in the scope of this study to compute the sliding 

displacements as well as other performance indicators (i-e sliding safety factors). This 

program considers both horizontal and vertical input acceleraûons to cornpute the sliding 

response of the dam, using rigid body dynamics. 

6.2 Conciusions 

The foilowing major concIusions c m  be outlined fiom the research work performed in 

this thesis: 

Characteristics of vertical earthquake components 



+ As reported in the literature, the horizontal and vertical accelerations have ditferent 

characteristics with respect to a) frequency content, b) attenuation, c) amplitude of 

ground motion, d) energy content, and e) build up the .  Vertical accelerations can be 

described as impulsive, high fkequency accelerations with a lower amplitude but a 

faster build up time than horizontal accelerations. 

+ For shorter distances to the fault, the horizontal and vertical accelerations have more 

similar characteristics, whether it is in fiequency content or in amplitude values. As the 

distance from the fault increases, the vertical accelerations, propagating mainly as P- 

waves, attenuate and dEerentiate themselves more and more fkom the horizontal 

accelerations propagating mainly as S-waves. 

+ The a/v classification seems to have a sigificance for the charactenstics of the vertical 

component, especially when the intemediate and low a h  groups are joined together 

representing western North Arnerican earthquakes, in opposition to the high a/v group 

representing eastern North Arnerican earthquakes. 

+ The widely used value of 2/3 is a good approximation of the vertical PGA to the 

horizontal PGA ratio. Nonetheless, the wide range of values computed fiom historicai 

earthquakes show that in many cases the vertical PGA can exceed the horizontal one 

by a large amount. Therefore great precaution is suggested when assessing the inertia 

forces induced by vertical accelerations for structures that are diiectly sensitive to 

these forces (Le. cantilevers, large span beams, etc.) 

When examining the response spectra, the value of 213 is inadequate to describe the 

relationship between the horizontal and the vertical components, because they have 

spectral peak ordinates at different period values. The shifted and reduced method is a 



reliable and simple way to estimate the vertical spectrum nom the corresponding 

horizontal one. 

The shift factor suggested following this study, is 1.55 irrespective of the a/v ratio of 

the earthquake. The reduction factors are 0.8 for the high a/v group, and 0.55 for both 

the intermediate and low a h  earthquake groups. 

+ The percentage of critical damping used in the analysis does not affect the shift and 

reduction factors. It is therefore possible to generate a vertical spectrum with the 

shified and reduced method for a given amount of critical damping, and then calibrate 

the results to fit a difTerent value of damping. 

Al1 dong this study, the question of correlation and coherency between horizontal and 

vertical accelerations has emerged under dEerent forms. In the fiteranire and in Our 

statisticd analyses of historical earthquake records, a correlation factor of 0.2 is 

considered as a reasonable one. The accelerograrns generated with SIMQKE (1 976) 

with difEerent seed numbers present a correlation factor close to zero. 

+ When computing the correlation of the horizontal and vertical components, the 

correlation on the whole duration of the accelerogram is tainted with values of 

accelerations that are insignificant for the structure. Thus a correlation factor can be 

high over the entire length of an earthquake, but it does not necessarily mean that the 

significant few peaks which govem the structural response are correlated. 

Seisrnic response andysis of a moment-resisting fiame includina vertical acceleration 

+ Vertical accelerations do not seem to affect the global response of steel moment 

resisting M e s ,  nor to increase the demand in rotational ductility as sometimes 



reported by some in the iiterature. 

+ The effect of vertical accelerations is more important when the structure is responding 

elasticdy. Gradua1 yielding of the structure füters the effects of high frequency 

vertical accelerations, and renders the structure insensitive to them. 

4 Substantiai increases in the column maximum axial loads were directly attnbuted to 

the vertical accelerations. They are not critical for moment resisting fiames, since this 

structural system offers large reserves in the axial direction because the sections are 

mainly designed to resist important moments. Nonetheless, for structures designed 

mainly for axial load, these Uicreases could be critical. 

+ The strain rate is substantiaiiy increased by the inclusion of  vertical accelerations. 

The increase of the base steel yield moment due to the increased strain rate will 

influence the design of columns at the panel zone are% as weli as welds in the 

connections. 

Dyamic sliding response of a g;ravitv dam subiected to historicaf and svnthetic vertical 

horizontal and vertical ground motion 

+ The analyses considering only the horizontal component of ground motion, for both 

the synthetic and the historical records, showed that the higher frequency content of 

the eastem group earthquakes cause a smaller total sliding displacement then the 

western type earthquakes. 

+ The sliding response of gravity dams is sensitive and substantiaiiy afEected by the 

vertical component of ground motion. For the group of eastern histoncd 

earthquakes, the inclusion of vertical accelerations in the analyses caused an increase 



of 89% in the total siiding displacement For the western histoncal earthquake 

records , the increase due to the verticai accelerations was 24%. 

+ When generating synthetic accelerograms to perforrn sliding response analyses, 

many indices (duration, predominant period of strong shaking, energy content.. .) 

must be examuied and controiied, even if the spectmm cornpatibility is adequate. 

SimiIar spectral responses can be obtained fiom dBerent accelerograrns. For 

problems where the non-linear response is predominant, spectnim cornpatibility is 

not a sufficient condition to judge on whether or not a synthetic motion is acceptable 

and representative of historical events. 
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motion components. The PCF values were much greater for the western earthquake 

group than for the eastem group, indicating a higher potential total sliding 

displacernent under the combined effect of horizontal and vertical excitations. This 

factor is a measure of correlation between two accelerograrns based on the 

anticipated structural response. The correlation angle B is a correlation factor based 

solely on the accelerograms. While the PCF was quite difZerent between the 

historical eastem and western earthquake groups, the correlation angle 8 was similar 

for both groups at approximately 0.2. 

4 The shifted and reduced method and the reduced method, both based on akerations 

of the horizontal spectrum to obtain the vertical one, yielded sirnilar and satisfactory 

predictions of the effect of vertical accelerations on the total sliding displacement of 

the dam. Nonetheless, the detaüed time-history of sliding displacements was much 

more simiiar between the historical records and the records obtained fkom the 

shified and reduced method then with the reduced only method. 

Furthermore, in an analysis where dynarnic amplincation could occur, it is believed 



that the shifted and reduced method would yield better results, because it describes 

more reliably the vertical spectral peaks. 

+ Caiibrating a horizontal accelerograrn to estirnate the vertical component of ground 

motion is unacceptable, since the perfect correlation berneen the two components is 

too severe on the structural response. 

+ The 30% "rule of the thumb", which considers 100% of horizontal PGA induced 

forces combined with 30% of vertical PGA induced forces, for cornputing the dam 

sliding safety factor in a pseudo-static anaiysis, was evaluated. It was found that the 

30% rule to assess the pseudo-static seismic safety of a dam smicture, is a good 
- q p ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ i o n  of the ma-hr,un gdeîY fàctùr ericùumered &fülg g q - + g q  

analyses. For eastern type earthquakes, it is strongly suggested to compute both 

possibilities: a) 100% horizontal seismic forces simultaneously with 30% verticai 

seismic forces, and b) 100% vertical seismic forces simultaneously with 30% 

horizontal seismic forces, when evaluating the safety factor. 

+ Strong motion generation to assess the sliding response of dams using SIMQKE 

(1976), seems to be adequate for eastem type earthquakes. The duration must be 

controlied. ln this study, through trial and error, a realistic time firnction was 

defined. This time function yielded duration indices similar to those of the historicai 

records, and the refated sliding displacements were also quite similar. 

+ For western type earthquakes, the characteristics of the accelerograms generated 

with SIMQKE (1976) seem to diverge somewhat fiom the characteristics of the 

historical records for the same group. This needs to be further investigated, but it is 

not as significant as it would be for the eastem earthquake group, since there exists 

a great arnount of historical records for this type of earthquakes. 



6.3 Recommendations for future work 

It is quite evident that despite important research initiatives on this topic during the pst 

few years, a great deal of work needs to be done, before the problem of vertical 

accelerations is better understood, let alone completely resolved. 

FoUowing this study, the foiiowing topics for further interest and research were noted: 

4 Make a widespread effort to include in the numerous numencal analyses on all types 

of structures that are performed throughout the scientific community, analyses that 

investigate the effect of vertical seismic accelerations. This would broaden the vision 

that engineers have concerning vertical accelerations, demystify this problem, and 

point out numerous cases where these high frequency solicitations can play a major 

rote. 

+ Assess the effect of Iow correlation (as when generated from SIMQKE (1976) with 

different seed numbers) between horizontal and vertical accelerograms on the 

structurai response. 

Examine the effect of increased axial Ioad due to vertical ground excitation on pin- 

braced steel structures. 

+ Perform dynarnic analyses on dam structures, but permitting dynamic amplification 

in the vertical direction, and assess the performance of the shifted and reduced 

method, in cornparison with the reduced only rnethod. Such a study could assess 

whether or not the extra computing effort necessary to increase the representativity 

of synthetic vertical ground motion by applying the shifted and reduced method is 

justified. 



+ Further explore the PCF concept by computing statistics on this tàctor. Determine 

whether or not this parameter could be used as a criterion for assessing the damage 

potentiai of multi-diiectionnal accelerograms, and could be used for generating 

realisticaiiy correlated synthetic ground motions (in terms of structural response). 

4 Broaden the study of the shifted and reduced method to a larger number of 

earthquakes. 

+ Devdop code type pseudo-static calculation method to include inertia forces 

induced by vertical ground motions in building response analysis. 
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SIV PROGRAM 
(turbo pascal Ianguage) 

Program SW. 
( Siïding includind Vertid ) 
(MARCH,JUNE 1998) 
(Constantin Christopoulos) 
(File SW-pas) 

Uses CRT; 

VAR 

NPOiNTS: Integer, 
{Niimher of points in accelera-mm ) 
Fiiel: Stnng(201; 

DUML.DUM2DUM3PUM49rJM59UM6DUM11: SINGLE; 
DUM7 : CHAR; 
DüM8,DUM9,DUM10 : Double; 
(Dummy variables to adapt input nle to this program) 
W: SINGLE: 
{weight of dam) 
Wao:SINGLE; 
(weight of water displaced with dam, westergaard forces) 
M: SINGLE; 
( mass of dam) 
Mao: SINGLE; 
{mas correspondhg to Wao ) 
Hst:SINGLE; 
(static push of water horizontal) 
U:SINGLE; 
(static upiift vertical) 
mu: SINGLE; 
(coefficiant of f?iction) 
DTA:SINGLE: 
{tirne step of onginai accelerogram ) 
DTC:SINGLE; 
(computing time step, specified by the user) 



{ 1 
PROCEDURE Files ; 
{This procedure opens the input file and creates) 
{the output mes .SLI, .ACC, .PCF, .LEV ) 

BEGIN 
Clrscr. 
Writeln(' quel est te nom du fichier dnentr,e?'); 
WRiteln('**le fichier dUentr.e doit I re  un fichier ASCII'); 
Writeln('avec l''extension .PRN !! ne pas inclure t''extension! !'): 

Assign (FACC,(Fie l+'. ACC')): 
ReMte(FACC); 

Assign (FXPCF.(FiIel+'.XPC')); 
Rewrï te(FXPCF); 

Assign (FPCF,(Filel+'.PCF ')); 
Rewrite(FPCF); 

Assign (FLEV,(File l+'.LEV')); 
Rewrï te(FLEV) ; 

End: {Files) 

{ 
FUNCTION JD(HORmb:  SINGLE) :SINGLE; 
{This fiinction computes the lever arm of the resultant ) 
(force, when the H and V accelerations are specified) 
{it computes the distance fiom the upstream corner in terms) 
{of percentage of the base lengh b= 40.7 m (Paugan Dam)) 
{ ) 
BEGIN 



PROCEDLJRE ACC; 
(This procedure interpolates the values of the original } 
{accelerogram, and creates the H e  FACC which contains ) 
{the values of the acceIerograms, both H and V at a time step) 
{equal to the cornputhg tirne step specifled by the user) 
{******************************************************} 
{At the same time as the accelerations are computed, this proc.) 
{also cornputes the iever arm of the resultant the Safety Factor FS} 
{and the peak correiation factor PCF) 
{ 1 

s: SINGLE ; 
Chi.FS : DOUBLE; 

BEGIN 

I 

Readln (FINP.DUML L,AKl,AVl): 

Repeat 



(computing lever ann e) 
e:=JD((AHl/ 100),(AV1/100),40.7); 
Writeln(FLl5V.e: 10: 10): 

(computing FS ) 

IF (ML> 0) and (ABS((M+Mao)*AKl/lOO)>Hst) then 
s:=-1: 

{computing PGA values ) 

(computing PCF (not pondered by the PGA's of the 2 accelerograms)) 



BEGIN 

END 

Begin 
For q:=l to DTR DO 

Begin 
AH 12:=((AH2-AH l)/DTA) *(q*DTC)+AH 1: 
AV 12:=((AV2-AV l)/DTA) *(q*DTC)+AV 1 ; 
Writein(FACC,(AHlUlOO): 10:5,(AV12/100): 10:5): 

{cornputing lever am e) 
e:=JD((AH12/100),(AVlW lOO),40.7); 
Writeh(FLEV.e: 10: 10); 

(computing FS 1 
{*********************} 

Chi:= 9.8 l+(AV12/100); 
{If (M*Chi-U)<=O then 

Chi:=((U/M)+û.0000000 1); ) 

IF (AHl2>0) and (ABS((M+Mao)*AHlUlOO)>Hst) then 
s:=- 1; 

(computing PGA values PGAH and PGAV) 
IF ABS(AHl2/100)>PGAH Then 

PGAH:=ABS(AH12/100); 
IF ABS(AV12/100)>PGAV Then 

PGAV:=ABS(AV12/100): 

{computing PCF (not pondered by the PGA's of the 2 accelerograms)) 



AH1 :=AH.: 
AVI :=AV2: 

Until EOF(FiNP); 

Reset(FXPCF) : 
Norm:=PGAH*PGAV; 
IfNorm=O then 

Writein(FPCF.Zes accderations verticales sont nulles') 
EIse 
Begin 
Repeat 

Until(EOF(FXPCF)): 
End: {else) 

{ 1 
PROCEDURE UserINP; 
{This procedure asks the user to specw the parameter values) 

} 
BEGIN 
Clrscr, 

( Wntein (a .sire2 entrer vos dom,es sous forme de fichier?') 
Writein ('ON ? (O) > '); 
Readln(Var) ; 
if Var := O )  



Write(' Entrez le poids du barrage en kN > W= 7; 
ReadIn(W); 

Writein(' '): 
Write(' Entrez Wao en kN > Wao= '): 
Readn(Wao) : 

Wnteln(' '); 
Write(' Entrez la force de soulSvement U en kN > U= 3: 
Readlno:  

Wriceln(' '); 
Write(' Entrez la force hydrostatique en kN > H s s  '); 

Readln(Hst): 
wnteln(' 7: 
Write(' Entrez le coefficiant de fiction dynamique > mu= '); 

Readh(mu); 
Writeh(' '); 
Writeln(' Entrez le pas dt d'integration d.sir. en S. '); 
TT?--.- t* A- t- AL-- n i n ni n nni wime \ u c i a r u i i i i = v . ~  .u .v~ .u .uur  .... Q ~ C  =dSf:; 

Readln@TC): 
Writeln(' '1: 
End: (UserINP) 

{ 1 
PROCEDURE Masses; 
{This procedure computes the masses baseci on the hputed weights) 

} 
BEGIN 
M:=(W/9.8 1); 
Mao:=(Wao/9.8 1); 
End: {Masses) 

{ 1 
PROC WURE Sliding; 
{This computes the sliding displacement of the defïned structure) 
{submited to the horizontal and vertical accelerograms) 
{ 1 
VAR 
i: NiEGER 
Chi: DOUBLE; 
Car: CHAR: 
AJUST: REAL: 
NEG:BooIean; 



S 1.S2.ST.Si l.Si2.Si.i l.Sii2 : DOUBLE: 
H1.Vi.H2.V2 : REAL: 

A: DOUBLE: 
B: DOUBLE: 
DTCOR DOUBLE: 

Begin 
NEG:=False: 

S1:=0 : 
Si 1:=0: 
su l:=O; 
ST:=O: 

IF (H2<0) and WC-((mu*(M*Chi-U)-Hst)/(M+Mao))) Then 
(SLiding Mode is activated) 

Begin 

Si 1 :=O: 
Sii 1 :=O: 

Repeat 



Begin 

Neg:=Tnie; 
(correction on acceleration and displacement) 
A:=((Sii2-Sii l)/DTC); 
B:=(Siil*Sul-(2*ASSi 1)): 

Si 1 :=Sa; 
Sii 1 :=Sa;  

KNOT EOF(FACC) THEN 
Readln(FACC.H2,V2) 

End{sliding mode} 

ELSE 
Begin 
Sii I :=O: 
Sil:=O; 
S l:=O; 
S2:=0: 

Writeln (FSLLS2: 105,ST: 105); 



Si 1 :=Si2; 
Sii l:=Sii2: 

End: {else) 

End: (Sliding ) 

( : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : )  
( t t : : : : : : : : : : : : : m : : : : : - )  

{CORE OF THE PROGRAM} 
{+:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::k} 

( + : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : + : : : : : : : : )  

BEGIN 

Pl-.-+- 
Gu-., 

Files: 
UserïNP: 
Masses: 

Acc: 

S iiding; 

END. 
{PROGRAM Sn/] 




